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Abstract 

This project explores the existence of a mobility student community in the specific case 

study of Barcelona, Spain. It focuses on providing further insight into the study area of  

international educational tourism. It combines theoretical angles of cosmopolitanism, 

community studies, experience economy and transformation economy, and explores how 

these are manifested in a mobility student community in Barcelona. Integrating the data 

collection with relevant academic research, this project draws the conclusion that a 

mobility student community is formed in Barcelona due to great social engagement 

between the mobility students. These social interactions provide the mobility students 

with intercultural communication skills and transform the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan. From such a transformation, the mobility students gain 

better international educational tourism experiences, as they are, arguably, better 

prepared for a cosmopolitan working environment in the future. Private companies help 

generate such a transformation by providing social spaces where mobility students 

socially engage with each other. However, this also results in a critique of how private 

companies and educational institutions do not take enough advantage of such a 

transformation to guide it and educate the mobility students about global citizenship. 

There exists great potential for facilitating better international educational tourism 

experiences for the mobility students within a mobility student community outside of 

university campuses. This project suggests conducting further research within this area in 

order to outline this potential. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Along with the rapid growth of the tourism industry, the number of international students 

studying abroad and doing internships abroad has also increased, and the international 

higher education has expanded into a major global export industry (Brown 2009:502; 

Gardiner et al. 2013:289; Jackson 2011:81). The number of study abroad students has 

more than doubled from 2000 till 2011 to approximately 4.3 million students (López et 

al. 2016:126; Tran & Gomes 2017:1), and it is expected that this number is to reach more 

than 7 million by the year of 2025 (Jackson 2011:81). An important factor in the drive 

towards international mobility is the internationalization of education (Collins 2008:400). 

As students have always been mobile, foreign mobility used to be available for wealthy 

young aristocrats and by studying abroad these students would learn other ways of living 

and working, different languages, different government systems and evolve personally, 

which could then be implemented back home by the sojourner (Wijk et al. 2008:92; Gee 

et al. in Ritchie 2003:10). This idea has, furthermore, been expanded to the current aim of 

international student mobility and the Erasmus mobility program: “to promote lifelong 

learning, encourage access to education for everybody, and help people acquire 

recognized qualifications and skills” (Wijk et al. 2008:92). 

 

Despite the expansion of a global and international university education export industry 

and the significance of this as an object of study, international student mobility has only 

recently been brought into attention of social scientists (Collins 2008:400). In the early 

2000s, the only published pieces included “marketing strategies (Mazzarol et al. 2000), 

economic measurements (Greenaway and Tuck 1995), pedagogical evaluations (Grey 

2002) and psychological assessments (Bradley 2000) that were largely focused on 

increasing the number and/or value of international students in countries of education” 

(ibid.:400). Recently, a group of critical scholars have addressed some of the limitations 

that have existed in the research of this topic (ibid.:400). This includes research on 

cultural capital, class differences, everyday practices and experiences, impact on cities 

and cosmopolitan identities (ibid.:400). Much literature concentrates on an institutional 

aspect; on the opportunities and duties academic institutions hold when hosting students 

from other countries and how this connects to the concept of cosmopolitan identity in an 

international student community (Caruana 2014; Killick 2017; Montgomery & 
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McDowell 2009). As the focus is often on the connection between a cosmopolitan, 

international student community and academic institutions, researchers seem to forget 

other important aspects of an international student experience abroad, like their social 

lives outside of the universities. 

 

Building on an existing body of anthropological and sociological scholarship on 

international student mobility and cosmopolitan identity, this project aims to build 

beyond the common exploration of the relationship between university campuses and 

international education in order to investigate how the international students facilitate 

their social lives outside of the academic institutions. In order to do so, this project aims 

to go beyond international education studies by also providing information within 

educational tourism studies, resulting in further research within international educational 

tourism studies. 

1.1. Relevance of the Research 

I carried out an empirical fieldwork in the city of Barcelona in Spain, as Barcelona, as a 

case study, arguably, offers great insight into an exploration of the international students’ 

international educational tourism experiences and social interactions outside of the 

university campus. This is due to how the city of Barcelona occurs to be a rather popular 

tourism destination as it is the third most visited city in Europe (Hedrick-Won & Choong 

in Rodríguez et al. 2017:98) with an estimation of approximately 32 million visitors a 

year (news.com.au 2017). Furthermore, as part of Catalonia, Barcelona is well-known for 

hosting a great number of international students as more than 23,200 foreign students are 

signed up for university classes in Catalan universities (Government of Catalonia 2016). 

However, in previous research on international student mobility, not much research has 

been about Barcelona as a case study. Rather, the main focus has been on cities in 

Australia, England, New Zealand, USA and other European cities (Braşoveanu 2010; 

Caruana 2014; Gunesch 2013; Killick 2017; Montgomery & McDowell 2009; Sobré-

Denton 2011; Soong 2017). The case study of Barcelona indicates the relevance of 

exploring the role of private companies in the research of international student mobility, 

as there exists several private companies in Barcelona targeting this specific group of 

people outside of educational institutions by providing social events where they can 
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socially engage with each other (Citylifebarcelona; Erasmusbarcelona; Friendslist; 

Stoketravel; Weloveerasmus). I aim to do my research within this framework in order to 

bring extra insight into international educational tourism studies as this study area is 

lacking in academic research. By providing such insight, this project can inspire further 

research in order to contribute with knowledge in which private companies as well as 

educational institutions can benefit from. This project explains how there exists an 

opportunity for educating the international students in their free time outside of 

university campuses. However, private companies and educational institutions in 

Barcelona do not take advantage of this opportunity. This project aims to contribute with 

certain knowledge that can inspire researchers, educational institutions and private 

companies working with international students in the tourism industry to investigate 

further into the opportunities of creating a social space suitable for the target groups, 

resulting in better international educational tourism experiences. 

1.2. Research Question 

There are various terms for students studying abroad: study abroad students, international 

students, Erasmus students, exchange students etc. All of these terms are discussing 

different kinds of students. For example, international students are often referred to as 

students doing a whole bachelor, master or doctoral degree in another country (Killick 

2017:206), whereas study abroad students are often referred to as students doing a 

semester abroad in another country (ibid.:206). For my definition in this project, I will 

use the term mobility students, which I have invented. This term is used instead of 

international students as this project focuses on students who participate in private 

company events and some of these students are doing a whole degree, some of them just 

a semester, others are doing an internship, some are from Europe, others from overseas, 

and finally some of them are Spanish but studying in a different city than their 

hometown, in this case Barcelona. This term involves any student who is being mobile 

due to his studies. As this project aims to provide further research within the studies of 

international educational tourism, the project follows this research question: 

 

To what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better international 

educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? 
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1.2.1. Objectives 

In order to investigate the above research question and to answer it, this project is 

structured around five objectives. From chapter 2 till chapter 6, each chapter seeks to 

explore one of these objectives, which are: 

 

1. To investigate existing literature in the field of international education linked to 

the concept of cosmopolitanism. 

2. To develop research methodology focused on a mobility student community in 

Barcelona as a case study. 

3. To outline the characteristics of a mobility student community in Barcelona. 

4. To explain how a transformation of the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan takes place within the social boundaries of a mobility student 

community in Barcelona. 

5. To discuss to what extent private companies working with the mobility student 

environment help facilitate a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan. 

1.3. Project Outlines 

This project begins with chapter 2 introducing the study areas of international education, 

educational tourism and international educational tourism. First, it outlines existing 

literature in the field of international education and how such literature has incorporated 

the theoretical angle of cosmopolitanism; the feeling of being at home in the world. Then, 

it explains how little research is done within educational tourism and international 

educational tourism, which is the areas this project aims to investigate further. Last, it 

provides information about the chosen case study of Barcelona, Spain, specifically what 

is meant by private companies in the context of Barcelona, and it defines what a mobility 

student is. 

 

Chapter 3 explains the research paradigm of constructivism - research can never truly 

reach an absolute truth, there exists more than one ’reality’ - which is the foundation for 

this research. It, furthermore, argues for the rationale of taking the approach of 
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qualitative research instead of quantitative research. Last, it outlines the different 

methodological methods used for collecting data and analyzing this data. 

 

The analysis, discussion and findings are explored in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6. 

Chapter 4 discusses the characteristics of a mobility student community, which are: 1) 

ethnic boundaries maintenance, 2) temporal membership, and 3) new social networks. 

This chapter draws on Barth’s (1998 [1969]) theory of ethnic groups and boundaries in 

order to explain the first characteristic. Members of an ethnic group are bound by 

common culture, nationality and race, and the ethnic boundaries between other ethnic 

groups are what defines the ethnic groups. It is concluded how ethnic groups and 

boundaries strengthen the ethnic boundaries between the mobility students through social 

interactions within a mobility student community. The cultural differences are, 

furthermore, what defines the mobility student community. Then, the chapter introduces 

the concept of a neo-tribe to help explain the second characteristic. A neo-tribe is made 

up of members sharing a similar mindset expressed through a common lifestyle. The 

mobility student community is formed because the mobility students are temporarily 

members of this community as they are sharing the same lifestyle in a short time period. 

Last, the idea of an anomaly is defined to understand the third characteristic. An anomaly 

is something that does not fit into a category. The mobility students can be viewed as 

anomalies who are all new to the city of Barcelona and the mobility student community 

is formed as they are all seeking a new social network. 

 

Chapter 5 discusses a transformation of the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan within the boundaries of a mobility student community. It outlines five 

ways in which the mobility students can be considered to transform in this way: 1) 

feeling of being at home in the world, 2) involvement with contrasting cultures, 3) 

subconsciously seeking a cosmopolitan transformation, 4) a ‘gradual’ transformative 

process, and 5) a cosmopolitan mindset. This chapter introduces the theories of an 

experience economy and a transformation economy by drawing on the arguments of Pine 

and Gilmore (2013). An experience economy includes engaging people in a personal way 

to create memorable events, and a transformation economy is understood to be more 

personal and emotional than an experience; customers are transformed. The chapter 

concludes how mobility students seem to ‘buy’ and experience in which a transformation 
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into becoming more cosmopolitan happens. This takes place within the boundaries of a 

mobility student community as there is a constant social engagement between the 

mobility students in this environment in which the mobility students learn intercultural 

communication skills. 

 

Last, chapter 6 discusses the role of private companies and in which way they help 

facilitate a mobility student community and a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan. It explores the concepts of an experience economy and a 

transformation economy further and includes the idea of a co-creation of experiences and 

transformations, which refers to how companies help guide cutomers in their experiences 

and transformations and, hereby, co-create these with the customers. This chapter 

explains how private companies generate social spaces in which a mobility student 

community is formed. However, the private companies are not taking great advantage of 

co-creating the mobility students’ international educational tourism experiences, rather, 

the mobility students are engaging in a co-creation with each other. Then, the research 

question - To what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better 

international educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? - is 

answered. A mobility student community facilitates better international educational 

tourism experiences for the mobility students in Barcelona through providing a 

transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan. This contributes with great cultural 

awareness and intercultural communication skills in which they can use in future career 

environments. Last, the chapter includes the concept of global citizenship – being 

concerned with individual actions in making change happen in a just and fair manner - in 

order to criticize the little involvement of private companies and educational institutions 

in providing a transformative experience for the mobility students. They have the 

potential of guiding and educating the mobility students about what it means to be a 

global citizen but they do not take advantage of this.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

In order to set a foundation and a theoretical context for this project, this chapter deals 

with the first project objective: to investigate existing literature in the field of 

international education linked to the concept of cosmopolitanism. It recognizes these 

research areas: 1) international education, 2) international student community, 3) 

academic institutions, 4) cosmopolitanism, and 5) educational tourism. By introducing 

the field of educational tourism, this chapter, furthermore, nominates how there exists a 

gap in the literature as not much research has been conducted within this field and within 

the field of international educational tourism, which is a mix of international education 

studies and educational tourism studies. Therefore, this project aims to investigate this 

gap further by exploring how mobility students facilitate their social lives and 

experiences outside of university campuses and in relation to how the mobility students 

perceive private companies, instead of academic institutions, to be part of this 

facilitation. The project’s goal is to inspire for further research by providing new insight 

and outlining potential further research directions in international educational tourism. 

Last, in this chapter, the case study of Barcelona is introduced in order to establish a 

geographical context. In regards to this, this chapter, furthermore, outlines the definiton 

of a mobility student and what is meant by private companies. 

2.1. International Education 

International education is extensively studied in the literature (McGladdery & Lubbe 

2017b:293). It describes traveling as a mean to learn through experiences (ibid.:293). It 

refers to experiential learning theory, which “describes the process of learning, and 

cognitive, affective and behavioural outcomes can be set against which learning can be 

assessed” (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:325). International education tends to focus on 

tertiary education only, internationalizing the curriculum, international study 

programmes and specific academic competencies (ibid.:323). Knight defines 

international education as a process of implementing an international, intercultural or 

global dimension into the delivery of post-secondary education (Knight in McGladdery 

& Lubbe 2017a:323). Research has been conducted within the reconfiguration of 

national, class-based, family and interpersonal spaces, including: 
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Investigating the new forms of governance associated with the rise of 

international education (Lewis 2005; Sidhu 2004). It has also included 

the cultural capital associated with an ‘overseas degree’ and its role in 

reproducing class differences (Waters 2006); the everyday practices 

and experiences of international students and their impact on cities 

(Collings 2004, 2008); and the cosmopolitan identities emerging 

through international education (Matthews and Sidhu 2005; Rizvi 

2000). 

(Collins 2008:400) 

2.1.1. International Student Community 

First, research in international education has been widely directed on an international 

student community situated in specific study abroad destinations. It has been claimed by 

several scholars that international students form an international student community 

while studying abroad (Braşoveanu 2010; Montgomery & McDowell 2009; Sobré-

Denton 2011), and according to Montgomery and McDowell (2009) and Braşoveanu 

(2010), this community supports their academic learning and prepare them for life and 

work in a global world by achievement of special intercultural skills (Braşoveanu 

2010:85-86; Montgomery & McDowell 2009:456, 464). Braşoveanu, furthermore, 

discusses how a mobility program experience is a similar cross-cultural experience in 

different spaces around the world, not necessarily at the same time (Braşoveanu 

2010:86). Braşoveanu argues how, through modern technology and increased mobility, 

the common collective experience amongst international students permits individuals to 

form transnational and cross-cultural social networks, which creates a feeling of 

identification to a shared experience of mobility and being a member of an actual 

international student community (ibid.:91). The international students have a feeling of 

belonging to a place-bound ‘local international student community’ and to a more 

broader ‘continental international student community’ (Braşoveanu 2010:91-92; 

Nussbaum in Sobré-Denton 2011:86). Although, Sobré-Denton (2011) agrees with this 

statement, the author is, furthermore, concerned with how an international student can be 
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adapted into the host community by a relationship to other international students and an 

international student community (Sobré-Denton 2011). 

2.1.2. Academic Institutions 

Although, much research has been conducted on an international student community, the 

majority of this research has been within the framework of academic institutions 

(Braşoveanu 2010; Montgomery & McDowell 2009). Much literature covering other 

areas in international education has, likewise, focused on the role of academic institutions 

(Caruana 2014; Gunesch 2013; Jackson 2011; Killick 2017; Montgomery & McDowell 

2009; Perez-Encinas et al. 2017; Schubert & Hannam 2017; Sidhu & Dall’Alba 2012). 

 

Within the literature of international education, there exists great attention on the effects 

and goals of academic institutions. Much research focus on the institutional space 

(Caruana 2014; Jackson 2011; Killick 2017; Montgomery & McDowell 2009). The piece 

of Caruana (2014) discusses how international students draw on their ethnic backgrounds 

in order to become resilient in a multicultural learning environment in university 

campuses (Caruana 2014:85). The author argues how her study shows that student 

diversity on university campuses creates a multicultural space where students in practice 

cross cultural boundaries and, hereby, transcend these boundaries by converging in a 

social environment where the global and the local are interconnected and interpreted 

(ibid.:86). 

 

Additionally, Killick (2017) explains the importance of spaces and the people who 

inhabit them (Killick 2017:205). The author argues how space is a driver and indicator 

for the international students’ identity development and how university institutions, 

therefore, should focus on framing university spaces that will enable a better 

development of the students’ intercultural selves (ibid.:205). Killick’s attention is on how 

university campuses can be innovative, which is similar to the focus of Caruana’s study 

in how the multicultural university space can develop cosmopolitan students (Caruana 

2014). Gunesch’s (2013) piece is comparable as it is an attempt to inspire the institutional 

setting with a new type of individual aspiration build on letting a personal identity, 
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formed by local and global aspects, improve educational citizenship programs, which are 

focused on global and local settings (Gunesch 2013:173). 

 

Likewise, Montgomery and McDowell discuss how the academic environment of the 

classroom is where the international students form their community through group work 

and the relationship they have with their classmates (Montgomery & McDowell 

2009:462). Montgomery and McDowell argue how there seems to be aspects of 

reciprocity in how the international students help out each other with academic learning 

issues (ibid.:460). However, the authors are not concerned with how the universities 

establish a great multicultural learning environment, but rather how the international 

students form a community within this environment by exploring how the international 

students generate their own learning space. 

2.1.3. Cosmopolitanism in International Education Studies 

This section elaborates on some highly investigated areas in international education 

studies combined with the concept of cosmopolitanism. 

2.1.3.1. History of Cosmopolitanism 

As the concept of cosmopolitanism has been explored greatly in existing scholarship on 

international education (Collins 2008:400; Skrbiš & Woodward 2013:2, 4), and as this 

project explores this link further, an elaboration of this concept is necessary. However, 

when discussing cosmopolitanism, one could get lost in the broad history of its different 

definitions throughout the years. This project will not go into detail with this history but 

rather give a small general overview of the history. 

 

According to Cheah (2006), the modern concept of cosmopolitanism has gone through “a 

passage from an intellectual ethos to a vision of a global political consciousness that is 

generated and sustained by institutional structures” (Cheah 2006:486). The concept of 

modern cosmopolitanism can be argued to be inspired by Kant’s idea of how a person is 

a citizen of the world and hereby attaining a membership to humanity as a whole 

(ibid.:487). Furthermore, Marx discussed cosmopolitanism to go beyond the normative 

perception of a matter of human rights and courtesy cultivated from international 
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commerce (ibid.:490). Marx believed how cosmopolitanism is a necessity and it exists as 

a form of solidarity in the global exploitation, which has resulted from the expansion of 

global production (ibid.:490). Marx discussed cosmopolitanism to be anti-nationalism 

and post-nationalism, which constitutes the nation to be an ideological instrument of the 

state (ibid.:490). On the other hand, Skrbiš and Woodward (2013) argue how 

cosmopolitanism should rather be thought of as a process working alongside nationalism 

(Skrbiš & Woodward 2013:7). According to these scholars, cosmopolitanism can be 

viewed as the idea of a craving for a better world, “a world in which difference is a 

bridge rather than a gaping gorge, a choice rather than fate, and a hope to be embraced 

rather than a future to be feared” (ibid.:1). 

2.1.3.2. Cosmopolitan Identity 

Having outlined a small general overview of the history of cosmopolitanism, this section 

aims to discuss existing literature on cosmopolitanism in relation to international 

education. Literature within the field of international education has greatly explored the 

concept of cosmopolitanism and how international students can be considered 

cosmopolitan assets (Braşoveanu 2010; Caruana 2014; Gunesch 2013; Jackson 2011; 

Killick 2017; Sidhu & Dall’Alba 2012; Sobré-Denton 2011; Hannerz in Sobré-Denton 

2011; Weibl 2015). 

 

Cosmopolitan identity is discussed in several articles (Braşoveanu 2010; Hannerz in 

Sobré-Denton 2011; Jackson 2011; Killick 2017; Weibl 2015). Weibl (2015) examines 

how the international students’ personal growth and the development of cosmopolitan 

identities are outcomes of mobility (Weibl 2015). Braşoveanu argues how international 

students share a cosmopolitan identity based on such a cross-cultural mobility experience 

(Braşoveanu 2010:92). The author concludes: 

 

The Erasmus educational program stimulates vast interacting networks 

of European and international students, who share more than a sense of 

belonging to the same community, rather a common, cross-cultural 

experience of socialization that gives birth to cosmopolitan identities 

and associated values. 

(Braşoveanu 2010:99) 
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Braşoveanu and Hannerz claim how the internatinonal student community goes beyond 

any place-bound community and extend it to a rather shared, imagined international 

student community to the whole world (Braşoveanu 2010; Hannerz in Sobré-Denton 

2011). Several authors, like Braşoveanu and Hannerz, explore the connection between an 

international student community and a cosmopolitan identity, however, mostly within the 

framework of educational institutions (Braşoveanu 2010; Caruana 2014; Hannerz in 

Sobré-Denton 2011; Sobré-Denton 2011). 

 

Gunesch’s research is similar to the research conducted by the above authors in how 

Gunesch argues that “everyone is a rooted cosmopolitan, attached to a home of his or her 

own, with its own cultural particularities, but taking pleasure from the presence of other, 

different, places that are home to other, different, people” (Gunesch 2013:177). It differs 

by not particularly discussing cosmopolitanism in the framework of an international 

student community but rather focusing on cosmopolitan individuals. 

 

Although, Sobré-Denton’s piece on an international student group in America called 

INTASU also investigates the relationship between cosmopolitanism and an international 

student community, the author, furthermore, is concerned with how the INTASU group 

can be considered cosmopolitan and how this group supports its cosmopolitan members 

and help them adapt to the host culture (Sobré-Denton 2011:81). 

2.2. Educational Tourism 

So far, this chapter has outlined some popular research areas within international 

education relevant to the topic of this project; international student community, 

educational institutions and cosmopolitanism. It has been done by introducing specific 

academic pieces of existing literature. 

 

What seems to be missing, however, in the study of international students, is a focus on 

social interactions outside of university institutions and how these interactions can 

potentially add great value to social and cultural awareness and, hereby, behavioural 

changes. In other words, there is a gap in the literature within educational tourism. 
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Scholars tend to focus their research on international students within the field of 

international education, and is, therefore, under-researched in educational tourism 

literature (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:319; McGladdery & Lubbe 2017b:292; Smith et 

al. in Ritchie 2003:1). Therefore, international educational tourism, which is theoretically 

considered as the field where international education and educational tourism overlap, is 

an underdeveloped sector (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:325). Educational tourism is, 

furthermore, in general, believed to have been discussed by very few tourism scholars 

(Jason et al. in Abubakar et al. 2014:58; Ritchie 2003:11). 

 

In order to understand the concept of international educational tourism, one needs to 

understand the concept of international education and the concept of educational tourism. 

The former has briefly been explained in the beginning of this chapter; it focuses on 

international learning within educational institutions. So, what is the definition of the 

latter? Although, it is an under-researched area, scholars have made attempts to inform 

about the rapidly growing educational tourism industry (Abubakar et al. 2014; 

McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a; McGladdery & Lubbe 2017b; Oleksii & Oleksandr 2015; 

Ritchie 2003; Smith 2013). Similar to international education, it describes the process of 

traveling in order to learn and it explains this process by drawing on experiential learning 

theory (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017b:293). As educational tourism is a relatively new 

category, the idea of academic discourse on its essence is not regulated and it is mostly 

represented by external research (Oleksii & Oleksandr 2015:162). 

 

Ritchie (2003) is often viewed to have developed the international standard model for 

educational tourism, called segmentation model, which has structured the basis for most 

research (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:320). This model describes the overlap between 

education and tourism (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017b:293). Ritchie defines educational 

tourism as a tourist activity where education and learning is a primary or secondary part 

of the trip; adult study tours, international university student travel, domestic university 

student travel, school excursions, exchange programs and language schools etc. (Ritchie 

2003:18). It differs from international education studies in how it also focuses on 

learning outside of educational institutions. 
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However, McGladdery and Lubbe (2017) point out how adopting a market segmentation 

approach, like Ritchie, can risk excluding sectors of the industry where learning may be 

an important activity (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:320; McGladdery & Lubbe 

2017b:293). Richards moves the concept further in order to avoid this risk by suggesting 

how educational tourism can be considered a transformative experience (Richards in 

McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:320). The author, furthermore, describes the concept to be a 

cooperative form of tourism where the tour providers and the tourists co-create the 

tourists’ experiences (Richards in McGladdery & Lubbe 2017b:293). According to 

Stoner et al., global citizenship can be recognized as a learning outcome of educational 

tourism (Stoner et al. in McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:320). 

 

According to McGladdery and Lubbe, international students are not usually viewed as a 

business of tourism, however, the tourism industry could potentially develop products 

and services for this target group (McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:326). They believe that: 

 

the potential to develop non-university-based international educational 

tourism activities, within unique and diverse environments, appears 

largely unexplored. Theoreticians and practitioners of educational 

tourism could benefit from perusal of research emanating from 

international education. 

(McGladdery & Lubbe 2017a:326) 

 

As not much research has been done within the field of educational tourism, this project 

aims to investigate this gap in literature further with a focus on international students 

outside of university institutions, hereby, contributing with new knowledge and outlining 

further research directions in international educational tourism. This project draws mostly 

on relevant literature in international education and combines it with some literature in 

educational tourism and the collected data in order to provide new insight into 

international educational tourism studies. 
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2.3. Case Study of Barcelona, Spain 

As the research for this project has been conducted in the city of Barcelona, this section 

provides an overview of the characteristics of this city. 

 

Barcelona is a city located in Spain, Europe. It is the second largest city in Spain with a 

population of approximately 3.2 million inhabitants (Spanish Town Guides). Spain is a 

great tourism destination and the number of international tourists in Spain broke a record 

for a fifth straight year in 2017 (Reuters 2018). Barcelona has been ranked as the third 

most visited city in Europe (Hedrick-Won & Choong in Rodríguez et al. 2017:98) with 

about 32 million visitors a year (news.com.au 2017). According to Murillo et al. (2013), 

tourism positively affects the city’s economic sector in contributing with billions of 

dollars every year (Murillo et al. 2013:913), and because tourism represents 15% of the 

GPD (Rouleau 2017:60). 

 

As part of Catalonia, Barcelona is considered the capital of this region (Barcelona.com; 

Spanish Town Guides), a seaside city located on the northeast coast of the peninsula 

along the Mediterranean Sea (Spanish Town Guides), with endless culture, great 

architecture, and a variety of drinking and dining scenes (Lonely Planet). See figure 1 for 

a picture of an overview of the city. 
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(Figure 1: Picture of Barcelona city taken from Park Güell) 

 

Spanish is the official language in Barcelona, however, Catalan is also recognized as the 

co-official language (Spanish Town Guides). Furthermore, Barcelona is well-known for 

the old city, which is where the top attractions are located such as Gothic Cathedral, the 

Roman foundations, La Rambla etc. (Frommers). The areas can be divided into three 

sub-areas: The Barri Gótic, El Raval and El Born (ibid.). See figure 2 for a picture of a 

street in the Barri Gótic area. 
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(Figure 2: Picture of a street in the old city of Barcelona) 

 

Barcelona also has several universities and is well-known for hosting a great number of 

international students. The top five universities are often viewed to be University of 

Barcelona (UB), Autonomous University of Barcleona (UAB), University Pompeu Fabra 

(UPF), Polytechnic University of Catalunya and University Ramon Llul (Culture Trip 

2016). As of 2016, more than 23,200 foreign students have signed up for university 

classes in Catalan universities, Barcelona’s universities being the most popular ones 

(Government of Catalonia 2016). 

2.3.1. Mobility Student Definition 

As the city of Barcelona is famous for hosting international students and these students 

being the topic of this project, this section defines what an international student is and 

proposes the usage of the term mobility student instead for this project. 
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There exists several terms for students studying abroad: international students, study 

abroad students, Erasmus students, exchange students etc. (Killick 2017:206). All of 

these terms are discussing different kinds of students. For example, international students 

are often referred to as students doing a whole bachelor, master or doctoral degree in 

another country than their home country, whereas study abroad students are often 

referred to as students doing a semester abroad in another country than their home 

country (ibid.:206). I will use the term mobility students in this project as I am not 

particularly focused on different kinds of students but rather on how all of these different 

students link together in a cosmopolitan community and their perception of the role of 

private companies in facilitating their individual and common experiences in Barcelona. 

Some scholars have discussed the concept of mobility in connection to international 

education (Aresi et al. 2016; Collins 2008; Pedro & Franco 2016; Perez-Encinas et al. 

2017; Schubert & Hannam 2017). However, none of the terms suggested by these authors 

completely matches the definition of mobility students used in this project. The mobility 

students, in this project, include students who are doing a whole degree abroad, students 

who are studying abroad for a semester, students who are doing an internship, students 

who are from Europe, students who are from overseas and finally domestic students 

studying in a different city than their hometown, in this case Barcelona. I use the term 

mobility student instead of any other term as this better refers to a rather general 

definition of any student who is mobile by living outside of their hometown due to their 

studies. 

2.3.2. Private Companies 

Private companies working with mobility students are popular in the city of Barcelona. 

Therefore, this section outlines what a private company is in this context. 

 

As discussed above, not much literature has been conducted within the field of 

international educational tourism, including the study of a development of non-

university-based international educational tourism activities, potentially provided by 

private companies in Barcelona. Therefore, private companies are explained in this 

section by including website information rather than from academic research. 
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There exists a number of private companies in Barcelona which services are targeting 

mobility students. Some of these are Citylifebarcelona, Erasmusbarcelona, Friendslist 

and Weloveerasmus. Although these private companies differ in some ways, they provide 

similar services. They all aim to help all mobility students in Barcelona find 

accommodation, establish new social networks, go on trips, where to party and where to 

learn Spanish (Citylifebarcelona; Erasmusbarcelona; Weloveerasmus). They provide 

activities such as meetups, welcome dinners, walking tours, trips and parties, most of 

them being free of charge (Citylifebarcelona; Erasmusbarcelona; Weloveerasmus). The 

trips include day trips and some overnight trips to different places in Spain, Andorra and 

France (Citylifebarcelona; Erasmusbarcelona; Weloveerasmus). Figure 3 shows mobility 

students networking at a meetup event provided by Erasmusbarcelona. 

 

 

(Figure 3: Picture of a group of mobility students at a private company meetup event in 

Park Ciutadella in Barcelona) 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

This chapter deals with the second project objective: to develop research methodology 

focused on a mobility student community in Barcelona as a case study. It is, furthermore, 

concerned with the chosen research design for this project, which is a constructivist and 

qualitative approach. In determining what methods are most applicable for an exploration 

of the research question - To what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a 

better international educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? - 

this project focuses on the two concepts of community and experience. These can be 

considered to be ontological in nature; relating to the study of being and the question of 

“what is the nature in ‘reality’?” (Guba 1990:18; Scotland 2012:9). These can be thought 

of as abstract concepts in how they cannot, arguably, be measured by numbers alone. An 

outcome of this, is the fact that the comprehension acquired from this research, generated 

by the research question, cannot, to an extent, reach an absolute or definitive solution. 

This chapter aims to give an overview of the chosen research methods and explore any 

research limitations. 

3.1. Research Paradigm 

The research paradigm of constructivism can, arguably, help explain concepts of 

ontological nature like community and experience. A research paradigm can be 

considered as a common belief shared between scholars of how to address any research 

problem (Kuhn in Salma Patel 2015). It can be characterized through ontology (what is 

reality?), epistemology (how do you know something?) and methodology (how do you 

get about finding it out?) (Guba in Salma Patel 2015; Scotland 2012:9). 

3.1.1. Constructivism Approach 

This project is structured around the research paradigm of constructivism, that it is 

impossible to achieve total objectivity as data collection and analysis is shaped by the 

social interactions and interpretations between the informants and the researcher (Guba 

1990:27). Knowledge is interpretations of the informants’ experiences of ‘reality’, 

therefore, the learning of knowledge must, likewise, involve interpretations (Cobern 

1993:109). To be a constructivist is to believe that there does not exist a ‘real’ or only 
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one version of ‘reality’, an absolute truth (Guba 1990:27; Salma Patel 2015; Scotland 

2012:11). The generated knowledge is a result of human activity by social relations and 

social interactions with others, and the knowledge can, hereby, be considered to be a 

human construction (Guba 1990:27). The ‘realities’ are mediated by senses and without 

consciousness the world is meaningless (Scotland 2012:11). The fact that the view on 

‘reality’ is multiple does not necessarily mean that none of these views are ‘real’ but 

rather all of the views are true within the framework of a specific interpretation. There 

exists multiple truths to be explored (ibid.:11). These multiple views should therefore, to 

some extent, all be subject to analysis best achieved in answering a specific research 

question (Wahyuni 2012:70). Therefore, it can be argued how one ‘reality’ is only valid 

in a specific context, at a single point in time, interpreted by a particular researcher 

(Feldman 2014:3). As a result, according to Sjørslev (2015), science will never extract an 

absolute truth (Sjørslev 2015:30). However, this does not mean that a conclusion in a 

specific context cannot be considered true in a different but similar context. 

3.2. Rationale for Qualitative Research Approach 

As a result of this project’s overall position being constructivism, the methodology is, 

furthermore, constructed through qualitative methods. Constructivists are more likely to 

use qualitative methods in order to find the ‘realities’ as ‘reality’ needs to be interpreted 

(Salma Patel 2015). This section introduces the approach of quantitative research, it 

explains the approach of qualitative research and why this approach can, arguably, better 

find the ‘reality’ and the answer to the research question. 

3.2.1. Quantitative Research 

In quantitative methodology, the research is based on measurement and it is managed in a 

controlled and systematic manner (Hagan 2014:431). Researchers conduct the 

measurement through statistical tests and numbers, and if something is not measurable, it 

cannot be tested by quantitative methods (Gerring 2017:18; Hagan 2014:431). 

Quantitative research is likely focused on generalizing features across a larger population 

(Gerring 2017:18). 
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Scholars have, however, argued how ‘facts’ should not only be measured by numbers but 

should, furthermore, be grounded in the perception that any human interpretation of 

anything are theory-laden as “humans observe the world through the lenses of how they 

already understand the world” (Feldman 2014:2). I argue, how a quantitative 

methodology approach cannot produce enough scope for in-depth analysis and explain 

the meaning behind ontological phenomena, in this case the meaning behind community 

and experience. According to Sjørslev, the generated numbers from quantitative research 

can, to some extent, be incorrect as they are measured by several different factors and 

interpretations, and should, therefore, not be measured alone (Sjørslev 2015:21). 

Therefore, I argue how applying a qualitative methodological approach to this project, is 

necessary. 

3.2.2. Qualitative Research 

A qualitative approach is, arguably, greatly credible in social sciences and tourism 

studies, as these studies, such as the topic of this project, involves the study of people and 

their social interactions (Goodson & Phillimore 2002:3). This approach is different from 

a quantitative approach in how it does not produce routinely quantified findings or has 

hypothesis testing as a fundamental part of the research process (ibid.:3). Qualitative 

research employs small samples and draws on cases (Gerring 2017:18). This research is 

often focused on specific events, individuals and contexts (ibid.:18). As qualitative 

methods are focusing on people’s interpretations of phenomena in the terms of what kind 

of meaning they assign them (Goodson & Phillimore 2002:4), these methods are, 

arguably, relevant for this project, as it aims to explore what a mobility student 

community is and examines the mobility students’ international educational tourism 

experiences in Barcelona. By choosing qualitative methods as my research approach, I 

explicitly choose a mix of these methods for gathering data. The reason for this is how 

different kinds of qualitative methods, arguably, can be viewed as contributing with a 

variant of perspectives and, hereby, allow for more valid findings. 

 

Furthermore, by drawing on constructivism, if science is considered to never reach 

complete objectivity, then every research must be considered subjective to some extent. 

Quantitative research methods, therefore, are arguably always subjectively affected, and 
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qualitative research methods do, hereby, not represent an introduction to subjectivity into 

a given situation. Instead of dismissing subjectivity, I argue how researchers should 

embrace it and recognize the fact that no research will ever be completely objective. By 

embracing subjectivity, I argue how this can better create a balance between objectivity 

and subjectivity. Therefore, by drawing on constructivism, the conclusion I draw in this 

project is simply one of many ‘truths’ influenced by me as a researcher and by the 

informants in a specific context in a particular time when the data collection was 

conducted. 

3.3. Phenomenology 

As it has been stated above that nothing can be completely objective, I found it necessary 

to, furthermore, conduct my research through the lense of phenomenology. Husserl 

believed that phenomenology is a way of thinking beyond the measurement of ‘reality’ 

by facts and numbers, by focusing on lifeworld experiences; people’s perceptions of 

‘reality’ include factors that cannot be observed objectively by others, for example 

researchers (Husserl in Sjørslev 2015:151). 

 

Phenomenology can be described as the learning of phenomenons as they appear to 

everyone and how we experience them through our individual senses (Sjørslev 

2015:148). Extending this understanding, Merleau-Ponty points out how embodiment is 

important when discussing the approach of phenomenology (Merleau-Ponty in Sjørlev 

2015:156). The author highlights how it is a question of ”I can” rather than a question of 

“I think”, as believed by Husserl (ibid.:156). Everyone constructs their worldviews 

through a bodily sensation (ibid.:156); in other words, humans dwell in the world through 

their bodily actions and activities, such as social interactions with others, and this affects 

the way we think about things, the world, our individual and shared ‘realities’ (Sjørslev 

2015:148). 

 

As this project explores mobility students’ bodily engagement with other mobility 

students in Barcelona, I find it necessary, as a researcher, to phenomenologically 

approach the field by too subjectively engage with mobility students through bodily 

actions and communication. This approach is, arguably, important to fully engage with 
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the field, as according to Sjørslev, the practice of phenomenology focuses on the 

researcher’s experience of own body as someone else’s body in order to experience and 

understand the worldview of the informants from the inside (Sjørslev 2015:162). 

3.4. Positioning & Ethics 

How I positioned myself in the field certainly influenced my data collection. As I chose a 

phenomenological approach to gathering data, striking a balance between being a 

researcher and a potential friend, when interacting with the informants, was troublesome 

and difficult to maintain. This conflict emerged from the fact that I was socializing with 

them while studying them. Furthermore, as I was already positioned as a student writing 

my master thesis, I argue, how this made me automatically part of the mobility student 

community in Barcelona, and potentially ‘one of them’. This mobilization gave me an 

insight into the studied field by going through a similar experience and, hereby, 

consequently already taking on a phenomenological approach by bodily engagement 

through mobility for my studies and participating in mobility student events. Although, 

this was, to some extent, an advantage, it made it more difficult to distance myself from 

the field. 

 

When participating in mobility student events provided by private companies, I 

introduced myself as a student and not as a researcher. This decision was due to the fact 

that everyone, in the beginning, seemed to just have arrived in Barcelona and most of the 

students were going abroad on their own, which, arguably, made them vulnerable. 

Therefore, telling them from the beginning that I was studying them as a researcher, 

could potentially have created a skepticism towards me and produced less truthful data as 

the informants could have consciously been aware of their actions and changed their 

behaviour. As I found myself in a similar positioning as the mobility students, it was easy 

to get close to them and later acquire interviews from some of them. When I had gotten 

closer to some of my informants, I told them that I was writing my master thesis about a 

mobility student community in Barcelona and asked if I could interview them. This way, 

I distanced myself from them as a researcher studying them as subjects. A result of this, 

greater balance between subjectivity and objectivity was generated. 
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Additionally, I was positioned as a 26 years old woman and the informants were mostly 

in their twenties, which positioned me in the same line of interests when being abroad 

because of one’s studies. Being in the same age group of the informants may have 

affected the relationship between us and given me an advantage in being easily accepted 

by them. Being present in the field and positioned as one of them, certainly, affected 

what I perceived while participating and observing. Perhaps, this affected the depth of 

detail gathered in the data collection. 

 

The positioning in the field has, furthermore, created a dilemma of ethics. Rabinow states 

how a contradiction exists in fieldwork between a researcher’s desire to be recognized by 

the informants as someone who is disconnected from the studied culture and the 

necessary of negotiating relationships with the informants when gathering data for the 

particular research (Rabinow in Thrift 2003:5). Striking a balance between the two is 

important, however, it might also result in an ethical dilemma. I was placed between 

being connected and disconnected to the field. By engaging with the informants as a 

friend and conducting informal interviews while studying them, may have resulted in the 

informants revealing truths about themselves they would otherwise have kept to 

themselves if they were thinking of me as a researcher who would use their statements in 

a project. This situation may have generated valid data, but on the other hand, it also 

generated an ethical dilemma of where to draw the line and consider which data is 

ethically appropriate to use in the project. For example, by doing netnography in 

Facebook groups and in WhatsApp groups, and using these conversations in my analysis 

and discussion, this raises a question of it being ethically correct to use these 

conversations at all. However, social media are platforms mostly for the public and, 

therefore, everyone is allowed to observe and benefit from it (Mkono 2011:255; Bryman 

2008:140). 

3.5. The Use of a Case Study 

The specific case study of Barcelona is the base for this project. Specifically the case of 

private companies and a mobility student community and the reproduction of this 

community. This case study is relevant in exploring the research question - To what 

extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better international educational 
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tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? - as the city is a rather popular 

destination for tourists and mobility students and there are multiple private companies 

profiting from a mobility student community in Barcelona. Choosing this specific case 

study creates an opportunity to draw out in-depth data related to the research question. 

 

A case study can be defined as a “research strategy that involves the empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, using 

multiple sources of evidence” (Kohlbacher 2006:5; Saunders et al. 2009:145-146). A 

case study, then, becomes relevant since it enables researchers to study a phenomenon as 

it unfolds (Kohlbacher 2006:5). Therefore, the specific case study of Barcelona allowed 

for observations of the phenomenon of a mobility student community first-hand. 

Furthermore, according to Sounder et al. (2012), using a case study often raises questions 

like ‘why?’, ‘how?’ and ‘what?’ (Sounder et. al 2012), and Montello and Sutton (2013 

[2006]) state that the strategy of a case study can guide research to a great and rich data 

collection by concentrating on qualitative methods (Montello & Sutton 2013 [2006]). 

Therefore, a case study is, then, appropriate to use when exploring an ontological 

research question requiring results beyond quantitative measurements. 

 

Another advantage of investigating a particular case is outlined by Bonda (2014): 

 

A single-case study is particularly helpful when a researcher has 

identified a phenomenon that may not be generalised over the entire 

study, but because of the approach of the participants in a particular 

setting, is clearly emerging. 

(Bonda 2014:3-4) 

 

Due to how it has earlier been established in this project how not much research has been 

done in international educational tourism and on the role of private companies in 

facilitating a mobility student community, I argue how this phenomenon, even though it 

may not be a new phenomenon in practice, is emerging within social science and tourism 

studies. Therefore, I argue that it is worth investigating this single case study in order to 

determine the worth of expanding further study of this phenomenon. I argue that using 

the strategy of a case study and qualitative methods are the most effective in determining 
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the ‘reality’ of this particular topic, as it is rather difficult to outline which factors of this 

environment to quantitatively measure, due to the scarcity of research done on the roles 

of private companies in facilitating a mobility student community. However, if one were 

to extend this research to a larger scale, quantitative methods can potentially help look 

for similarities and themes across case studies. 

3.6. Desk Research 

The topic of this project has, furthermore, been explored by an inductive approach, which 

refers to a “research approach involving the development of a theory as a result of the 

observation of empirical data” (Saunders et. al 2009:593). The general truth is extracted 

from the empirical study of a particular truth in a specific context (Hanly 2014:897). This 

truth produces causal explanations (ibid.:897). My research has, therefore, been guided 

mainly by the qualitative data collection and potential themes discovered from this 

collection in order to determine what theoretical framework is appropriate to explore 

further. Applying this approach is, arguably, getting as close to the ‘truth’ as possible by 

the exploration of the ’truth’ presented in the field. 

 

As I chose to enter the field with an inductive approach, I kept an open mind about the 

studied area. Before entering the field, I did desk research in the months of January till 

August, 2018, in order to gather already existing literature and information about the 

topic. I did this in order to narrow down the focus and formulate an outline of the context 

of mobility students. However, I made certain not to narrow down the research question 

too much so that my experience of the specific context of the case of Barcelona would be 

able to guide me in the direction of the ‘reality’ layed out in this specific time, this 

specific context and by these specific informants. 

 

The desk research included a search for academic articles on the topic of international 

education, reading news articles about the international tourism industry in Catalonia and 

assembling statistics relating to the growth of mobility students worldwide, watching 

videos and looking at pictures of mobility students partying, going on trips and going to 

park meetings, reading through websites of different private companies and, finally, 

reading about theories which I recognized as relevant to the research topic, specifically in 
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the case study of Barcelona. During and after the fieldwork in Barcelona, I continued to 

conduct desk research in order to achieve greater understanding of the data collection. 

 

Although, desk research is essential to understand what kind of work has been done 

before on a particular topic, there are also challenges relating to this kind of method. It is 

reliant upon external academic sources, which have already interpreted a researcher’s 

empirical findings and, furthermore, I do, to some extent, apply these interpretations in 

my decision making. Therefore, I have somewhat already made an assumption about the 

studied topic before going into the field. The first article I read could perhaps have 

guided me in a particular direction, I would otherwise not have taken, if I were to have 

read another article as the first one, and, hereby, perhaps have prevented me from 

exploring other potential directions. Despite the fact that desk research guided me in a 

specific theoretical direction, when entering the field, I made sure only to apply the 

theories, which appeared to be relevant for this particular case study. 

3.7. Informants 

By having done an internship in Barcelona for three months in a private company called 

Erasmusbarcelona before starting this project, I had already secured several contacts and 

been accepted into the studied field, not only as a student but also as an employee 

offering different kinds of events for mobility students. However, as it is common for 

mobility students to only do one semester abroad, a lot of the students I had contact with 

had gone home to their home countries before the beginning of this project. Therefore, I 

had to establish new contacts and this time I was not positioned as an employee but as a 

mobility student and as a researcher. Knowing the environment already, increased my 

chances of building effective relationships, that evoke valuable data, as I knew which 

events to participate in. 

 

I collected semi-structured interviews with five informants in total. Besides these five 

informants, other mobility students have only acted as subjects in participant observation 

and informal interviews. As I am exploring the topic of mobility students, who are 

defined as any student living outside of their hometown due to their studies, I found it 

necessary to include students from different kinds of countries, as I am, furthermore, 
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exploring how a community comprising of students with different ethnic backgrounds 

can potentially exist. Figure 4 shows a table of interview informants. 

 

 NAME DESCRIPTION INTERVIEW 

1 Nóra - 24 years old 

- From Hungry 

- Has been living in Barcelona as a student for 

1,5 years 

- Done a semester abroad at a Spanish university  

- Currently doing an internship in a law firm in 

Barcelona 

- She sometimes works for Shaz/ 

Erasmusbarcelona 

Semi-

structured 

interview 

2 Driss - 19 years old 

- From Sevilla, Spain and Morocco 

- Studying a three years bachelor in business 

studies in Barcelona 

Semi-

structured 

interview 

3 Saba - 23 years old 

- From Pakistan 

- Doing an internship as a teacher in Barcelona 

for a semester 

Semi-

structured 

interview 

4 Nora - 22 years old 

- From Finland 

- Doing a semester abroad in tourism in 

Barcelona 

Semi-

structured 

interview 

5 Erika - 21 years old 

- From Finland 

- Doing a semester abroad in tourism in 

Barcelona 

Semi-

structured 

interview 
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6 Maria - From Portugal 

- Doing a semester abroad in architecture in 

Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

7 Fredrik - From France 

- Studying abroad for a semester in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

8 Daniel - 24 years old 

- From Mexico 

- Doing a semester abroad in Barcelona studying 

to become a dentist 

Informal 

interview 

9 Cody - From The United States 

- Doing a semester abroad in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

10 Nacho - From Colombia 

- Doing a semester abroad in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

11 Sena - From Germany 

- Doing an internship in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

12 Melanie - From The United States 

- Doing an internship in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

13 Marleen - From Estonia 

- Doing an internship in Barcelona 

Informal 

interview 

(Figure 4: Table of interview informants) 

 

It is crucial to keep in mind how the choosing of informants have had a significant 

outcome on the analysis of the data and the final conclusion, as, by drawing on 

constructivism, these informants are subjects of the field, which results in subjective 

inputs and not objective ones. Therefore, the informants’ responses must be interpreted, 

discussed and concluded within each informant’s personal context of the studied field, 

which this project embraces. 
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3.8. Participant Observation 

The first time spent in the field was concentrated on doing participant observation in the 

months of January till Marts, 2018. This method can be described as a researcher’s 

“attempt to understand the everyday lives of other people from their perspective. It 

requires researchers to situate themselves in the lives of others and to allow their voices 

and actions to influence the research agenda” (Bennett 2002:139). Furthermore, it is a 

method in which researchers participate in the informants’ activities and observe them 

while doing so (Bernard 2011:257-258). Participant observation can be used to interpret 

the experiences of a group (Cole in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:6). As I have chosen to 

approach the field from a phenomenological angle, the method of participant observation 

gave me the opportunity to physically and bodily engage with the informants in a social 

setting, an, hereby, experience their worldview from the inside. 

 

During the fieldwork, I did participant observation by socializing with the mobility 

students. This included participating in meetups, trips, and free Erasmus dinner parties at 

bars and nightclubs. While participating in these events, I discussed with the informants 

the experience of going abroad for one’s studies, watching them meeting other mobility 

students for the first time and how they socialized and communicated with each other. 

Moreover, I conducted visual methods by taking pictures of the social situations, which, 

then, enabled me to visualize the mobility student community operating in the field. The 

findings and observations were recorded in fieldnotes, updated one or two days after the 

participant observation. I tried to include as much detail as possible in order to recognize 

later on which situations would most transpire to be valuable data. The fieldnotes aimed 

to be as objective as possible as writing interpreted data early on would perhaps lead to 

missing out on important points that would appear later on. However, I do recognize the 

fact that the notes would inevitably be subject to bias to some degree. In order to include 

as much detail as possible in the fieldnotes, I made jottings on my phone while doing 

participant observation, which according to Bernard (2011) can be considered as written 

down key words that activate one’s memory for later transcription (Bernard 2011:292-

293). Using a phone instead of pen and paper made it appear more natural and less 

attention was brought to me as a researcher. 
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Furthermore, being a student myself, already made me part of the field and I could, 

therefore, not ignore the fact that I was already participating in the mobility students’ 

social environment. Due to this, I found it necessary to explore the method of participant 

observation as this would better strike a balance between subjectivity and objectivity, as 

it also requires some sort of objective distance to the studied field. This kind of research 

is, according to Flyvbjerg et al. (2012), an act of interpreting other people’s 

interpretations, which means that the informants are able to include the researcher’s 

interpretations of them and the studied field into their own interpretations (Flyvbjerg et 

al. 2012:17). This produces an intersubjective relationship between researcher and 

subjects causing ever-changing subject matter (ibid.:17). By participating in the field, I 

partook in an intersubjective engagement with the informants, which, arguably, gave me 

a greater insight into the informants’ emotions and experiences while living in Barcelona. 

This may have produced valuable insight and relevant data. Although an intersubjective 

relationship causes the informants’ to include the researcher’s interpretations into their 

own interpretations, this does not, however, generate a hindrance to the data collection, 

as it has been argued earlier in this project that interpretation and subjectivity cannot be 

separated from the empirical data. It has, furthermore, been argued how understanding 

ontological concepts requires embracing methods that can produce findings which can 

explain the meaning behind phenomena. Therefore, the method of participant observation 

have provided me with this specific kind of information, which may not have been 

accessible if I were to choose a less consumed quantitative methodological tool. 

 

Finally, I decided to carry out participant observation before designing a semi-structured 

interview guide in order to build the best foundation for this interview guide. The data 

collected from the participant observation provided me with valuable data, which I could 

use to develop relevant interview questions and, hereby, ensure better and more valid 

data from the conducted semi-structured interviews. 

3.9. Informal Interviews 

Another qualitative method which contributed to the development of a semi-structured 

interview guide was the method of informal interviews which I carried out with the 

informants while doing participant observation in the months of January till Marts, 2018. 
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Bernard defines these interviews as conversations with informants without control and 

structure but rather based on intuitive topics (Bernard 2011:156). I recorded these 

conversations in my fieldnotes afterwards in order to extract important information 

during analysis and discussion. Applying this method was, arguably, necessary in order 

to reach a data collection based on broader themes by letting the informants take control 

of the conversations and possibly talk about important aspects of their lives, which could 

potentially lead to relevant information not predetermined for the semi-structured 

interview guide. Furthermore, since these interviews are highly informal in nature, the 

informants were potentially more relaxed resulting in the opportunity to build close and 

trusting relationships with the informants. 

 

However, I acknowledge the fact that challenges related to the method of informal 

interviews could in fact include these conversations to be less reflected of the informants’ 

usual conversations as they were often guided by my own interest and curiosity towards 

the research topic. This was affected by my presence in the field, and, by drawing on 

constructivism, my interpretations of phenomena, furthermore, influenced the 

informants’ perceptions of the research topic. 

3.10. Netnography 

Doing participant observation, visual methods and informal interviews made me realize 

the relevance of social media platforms in the informants’ participation in private 

company events and the reproduction of a mobility student community, as the private 

companies market their events and trips on social media platforms like Facebook, 

WhatsApp, e-mail and their websites (FN, February 3; FN, February 6; FN, March 1). 

The private companies post daily updates of information about trips, events and potential 

discounts (FN, March 1). This resulted in me exploring the method of netnography to be 

able to collect data on virtual platforms in the months of January till Marts, 2018. 

 

Kozinets et al. (2014) defines netnography to be a qualitative method drawing together 

ethnography and virtual platforms (Kozinets et al. 2014:262). Kozinets continues to 

explain how netnography seeks to investigate naturally situated consumer interactions 

within communities on the internet (Kozinets 2002:62). According to Mkono (2011), 
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virtual research has become widely applied in tourism research due to how the number of 

tourists, who are active in discussing traveling experiences in online communities, has 

gradually increased (Mkono 2011:255). As a netnographer, I was involved in a virtual 

field as an individual. I made informants aware of my presence by being involved in 

discussions on Facebook and WhatsApp. I, hereby, situated myself as ‘one of them’ and 

becoming part of the mobility student community in Barcelona, in which I had the 

possibility of observing how individuals communicate in such a community. Likewise I 

archived data in my fieldnotes, and according to Kozinets, archiving data by using the 

method of netnography relates to the researcher copying informants’ already existing 

online communication in the forms of messages and updates (Kozinets 2010:96-98, 114). 

 

A critique of netography as a method is the fact that there is a lack of face-to-face 

interaction, which can mislead the researcher because it is rather difficult to read if the 

informant is sarcastic, pausing, or being serious. These interpretations are normally 

detected by facial expressions and body language. This can potentially question the 

credibility of the gathered data. 

3.11. Interview Guide & Semi-Structured Interviews 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), it is essential to the researcher to become 

knowledgeable about the research topic before developing an interview guide (Saunders 

et al. 2009:320-323). Having the knowledge of the studied field will fundamentally guide 

the discussions in the semi-structured interviews in the right direction and, furthermore, 

the researcher will be able to demonstrate credibility, possibly resulting in the 

interviewee to go more in depth with the answers (Saunders et al. 2009:320-323). 

Therefore, an interview guide was developed (Interview Guide) from the data collection 

of participant observation, informal interviews, and netnography with questions focusing 

on exploring the particular research question: 

 

To what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better international 

educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? 
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3.11.1. Interview Guide 

Developing an interview guide for the semi-structured interviews for this project was a 

helpful tool in regards to keeping the interviews structured in the right direction of the 

research question and narrowing down interpretations of the ethnographic material. It 

benefits the researcher in making sure to use the limited time available for an interview 

the best way possible (Patton 1987:111). For example, I asked the question: “What do 

you think of private companies like Erasmusbarcelona/Shaz list and what role do they 

play for your experience in Barcelona?”. Asking this particular question guided me in the 

direction of my research question and my objectives by finding out what role these 

companies play in connecting the informants to a mobility student community and, 

hereby, enhancing a transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan. 

 

Furthermore, the researcher should adapt the questions to a specific context depending on 

who the interviewee is (Patton 1987:111), as cultural differences may lead to the 

necessary of asking a particular question in a different way (Saunders et al. 2009). I 

noticed this when conducting interviews and adapted the questions accordingly during 

the interview. 

3.11.2. Semi-Structured Interviews 

A semi-structured interview has a simple, open and flexible structure, where the 

researcher can ask additional questions, which can potentially result in unconsidered 

questions (Bernard 2011:157-158; Bryman 2008:201; Kvale 2007:51), and the 

informants can express their own individual perspective less influenced by the subjective 

view of the researcher (Montello et al. 2013 [2006]). Applying an interview structure that 

embraces open-ended questions unfolds how informants constitute ‘reality’ in a specific 

situation (Yin 2009:264). 

 

Despite having an interview guide with a general focus, by conducting semi-structured 

interviews I remained open towards the informants leading the conversation to some 

degree, as I was aware of the fact that my assumptions could certainly not lead to the 

most valuable data. I chose to conduct semi-structured interviews instead of more formal 

and structured interviews, because I chose an inductive approach for my research. 
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I did five semi-structured interviews in total in the month of Marts, 2018, all lasting 

approximately an hour each. One of them took place with two interviewees who are close 

friends in their home country (Erika & Nora), and the other interviews were conducted 

with a single informant (Driss, Nóra & Saba). 

3.12. Analysis Methods 

After collecting data from the methods mentioned above, I were to analyze it in the 

months of January till August, 2018. By having the research guided by an inductive 

approach, I let the data determine the themes for the analysis and theoretical angles. I 

believe that the informants are most likely to be better aware of current issues in the 

context of student mobility. I prepared the interviews for analysis by transcribing each of 

them in as much detail as possible. 

 

First, I chose the analysis method of memoing, which can be defined as writing down 

thoughts and ideas whilst reading through data (Bernard 2011:435). I wrote these ideas 

down in my analysis notes (AN). This method was especially useful because it allowed 

me to expand on my informants’ interpretations. Additionally, the analysis method of 

coding contributed to the structure of this project. Coding is a method in which the 

researcher highlights important quotes that will ultimately form the themes of the 

research (ibid.:430). According to Rossman and Rallis (1998), coding is: 

 

the process of organizing the material into chunks or segments of text 

before bringing meaning to information. It involves taking text data or 

pictures, segmenting sentences (or paragraphs) or images into 

categories and labeling those categories with a term. 

(Rossman & Rallis 1998:171) 

 

The data collection for this project was, therefore, coded into different themes, which led 

to the choosing of a theoretical angle, the structure of the project and the final analysis 

and discussion. In order to separate different quotes into themes, I chose to highlight in 

color-coding in the interview transcripts and in the fieldnotes. This contributed with 
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recognizing which quotes would be best useful to answer different parts of the research 

question throughout the analysis. 

3.13. Trustworthiness of The Research 

When conducting research, one should consider the trustworthiness of the collected data. 

In quantitative research, the perspectives of critique are rigor and validity (Cope 

2014:89). However, as the research for this project is based on qualitative methodology, 

this project discusses the perspectives of critique for qualitative research, such as 

trustworthiness and credibility (ibid.:89). In qualitative research it can be difficult to 

evaluate the data as it is subjective and the researcher is, to some extent, part of the 

studied field and hereby influencing the results (Kvale 2007:87). So, how does one judge 

research which is subjective in the data collection, analysis and discussion? This section 

aims to answer this question. Several criteria can be discussed in the trustworthiness of 

qualitative research, both as primary criteria and secondary criteria (Cope 2014:89-90). 

This section focuses on the two criteria of credibility and confirmability developed by 

Lincoln and Guba (Lincoln & Guba in Cope 2014:89). 

3.13.1. Credibility & Confirmability 

The criteria of credibility refers to the measurement of how vivid and faithful the data is 

and the representation of the studied phenomenon, the truth of the data (Cope 2014:89; 

Beck 1993:264). Credibility is enhanced by verifying the findings with the participants 

and if the description of the human experiences are recognized by individuals who have 

had similar experiences of their own (Cope 2014:89; Beck 1993:264). 

 

The criteria of confirmability is based on the acknowledgement that no research is 

completely objective (Morrow 2005:252). Furthermore, it refers to the researcher’s 

ability to represent the informants’ responses and the situation being researched and not 

the researcher’s biases and beliefs (Cope 2014:89; Morrow 2005:252). According to 

Morrow (2005), “the integrity of findings lies in the data and… the researcher must 

adequately tie together the data, analytic processes, and findings in such a way that the 

reader is able to confirm the adequacy of the findings” (Morrow 2005:252). 

Confirmability is enhanced by a description of how interpretations and conclusions were 
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established and that these were extracted directly from the data, and by providing rich 

quotes from the informants (Cope 2014:89). 

3.13.2. Demonstration of Trustworthiness 

Having described the criteria of credibility and confirmability, this section aims to 

explain how I have demonstrated trustworthiness by including these two criteria. Specific 

strategies can be applied by the researcher in order to address different criteria and, 

hereby, secure credibility and trustworthiness of the research (Polit & Beck in Cope 

2014:89). I am aware of researcher's bias and I have methods built into this research to 

ensure researchers’ bias is minimized. 

 

First, this research enhanced credibility by discussing some of the findings with certain 

informants and having them verify these findings or any researcher bias. The informants’ 

experiences were, furthermore, recognized by each other as well as me as a researcher 

and former mobility student. Although, my mobility experience is, to some extent, 

subject to bias, I also argue how it is a similar experience and by recognizing the 

informants’ descriptions of their mobility experiences, it, arguably, decreases researcher 

bias to some degree. I made sure not to focus on any of my own major experiences which 

I could not recognize in the informants’ experiences; only what I could confirm with the 

informants. 

 

Second, this research enhanced confirmability by accepting that research can never be 

truly objective and embracing subjectivity. In trying to decrease the risk of researcher 

bias, I have laid out a description of methodology as well as providing rich quotes from 

the informants depicting each emerging theme in this project. 

3.13.2.1. Triangulation Strategy 

One strategy, which this research found important in establishing trustworthiness and 

credibility, is the strategy of triangulation. This can be described as the process of using 

multiple sources of data and informants to draw conclusions (Cope 2014:90; Cruz & 

Tantia 2017:87). In method triangulation, the researcher conduct the data by using 

multiple methods attempting to gain a broad view of the studied phenomenon (Cope 
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2014:90). These methods can include interviews, observations and fieldnotes (Cope 

2014:90; Cruz & Tantia 2017:87). The data collection for this project has been conducted 

by a variety of methods, which have been outlined in this chapter. Mixing the methods of 

desk research, participant observation, interviews, netnography, fieldnotes and analysis 

notes, this project has, arguably, demonstrated trustworthiness, to some extent, as the 

data has been comprehensively conducted. 

3.14. Research Limitations 

Although, this research can be considered trustworthy, to some extent, I, furthermore, 

recognize that there exists some research limitations. 

 

First, in order to establish a better comprehensive overview of the informants’ 

transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan, interviews could have been conducted 

before, during and after the mobility program and not only during the experience. 

 

Second, the research could have focused on interviewing private company and university 

stakeholders as well as the mobility students. Perhaps, this could have provided greater 

knowledge of the strategies in establishing a mobility student community in Barcelona or 

the lack of such strategies. 

 

Third, as the data collection for this research has been conducted within the framework of 

the case study of Barcelona, specifically the case study of private companies, it, 

furthermore, tend to draw mostly on one private company, that of Erasmusbarcelona. The 

research could have included more data collection from several companies in order to 

gather greater comprehensive material. Although, this could have, potentially, resulted in 

answering a different research question related to such companies’ functionality and 

strategies. Perhaps, this project can inspire further research on this particular topic. 

 

As this research is based on a qualitative approach, further research in similar contexts 

could, arguably, better confirm this project’s conclusions and provide extra knowledge 

for future quantitative research in order to apply this study to a broader tourism related 

scale. As of now, this study is limited to the context of a mobility student community in 
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Barcelona, and, is, arguably, difficult to be generalized. By drawing on constructivism, 

the ‘reality’ can never be absolute. Nothing in science is certain but researchers aim to 

get closer and closer to the ‘reality’ by establishing better and better measurements 

(Bernard 2011:59). Therefore, I argue how the result of this project should not be 

considered as a final result, but it can rather inspire further research into the topic and 

inspire academics and stakeholders to look into new aspects of the research topic in order 

to generate better international educational tourism experiences for mobility students. 
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Chapter 4: Characteristics of a Mobility Student 

Community 

A theoretical and geographical context of this project’s topic has been outlined in 

Chapter 2, and the methodological research approach has been discussed in Chapter 3. 

The next three chapters aim to analyze and discuss the findings and the results of the data 

collection. See figure 5 for analysis diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Analysis diagram 
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This chapter deals with the third project objective: to outline the characteristics of a 

mobility student community in Barcelona. These can be grouped into three main 

characteristics: 1) ethnic boundaries maintenance, 2) temporal membership, and 3) new 

social networks. When discussing the topic of a mobility student community in 

Barcelona and in answering the research question - to what extent does a mobility student 

community facilitate a better international educational tourism experience for mobility 

students in Barcelona? -  it is, first, necessary to investigate further into what such a 

community is and how it can exist when its members are students from diverse 

nationalities with several different ethnic backgrounds. Why do the mobility students 

seem to be seeking a multicultural social circle? For this reason, this chapter introduces 

the theoretical idea of ethnic groups and boundaries, the concept of a neo-tribe and the 

concept of an anomaly. 

4.1. Ethnic Boundaries Maintenance 

First, it is important to recognize how a mobility student community is constructed of 

students from several different ethnic backgrounds like the list of informants for this 

project. This section discusses the first characteristic of a mobility student community in 

Barcelona, that of ethnic boundaries maintenance and it, moreover, argues how a 

mobility student community generates cultural awareness through social interactions. 

4.1.1. Theory on Ethnic Groups & Boundaries 

In order to explain in what way cultural awareness is generated, this section introduces 

Barth’s (1998 [1969]) theory on ethnic groups and boundaries. 

4.1.1.1. What is an Ethnic Group? 

Barth states that an ethnic group is generally defined as a population, 1) which is largely 

biologically self-perpetuating, 2) communicates and interact with each other, 3) shares 

cultural values, and 4) is identified by its members and by others (Barth 1998[1969]:10-

11). According to Molohon et al. (1979), ethnicity is usually an ascribed characteristic 

(Molohon et al. 1979:7). An ethnic group can be viewed as a culturally distinct 

demographic category within a larger society where members and outsiders can regard 

them as “bound by common ties of race, nationality, or culture” (Morris in Molohon et 
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al. 1979:7). Ethnic identity is, furthermore, similar to sex and rank, as it cannot be 

disregarded and temporarily set aside, it is absolute (Barth 1998[1969]:17). Barth, 

furthermore, points out how “the component moral and social conventions are made 

further resistant to change by being joined in stereotyped clusters as characteristics of one 

single identity” (ibid.:17). 

 

Although, ethnic groups take cultural differences and similarities into consideration, 

these are not ‘objective’ differences, but the ones the members of the groups regard as 

most significant (Barth 1998[1969]:13-14). In other words, the members of an ethnic 

group use some cultural features in signaling differences between ethnic groups and 

others are discredited (ibid.:14). These cultural features could be “dress, language, house-

form, or general style of life” (ibid.:14), specified history and a set of traditions 

(Molohon et al. 1979:6). 

4.1.1.2. What is an Ethnic Boundary? 

Barth continues to argue how an ethnic group’s continuity is dependent on the 

maintenance of a boundary (Barth 1998[1969]:14-15). This boundary should be viewed 

as a social boundary between ethnic groups (Molohon et al. 1979:2). It is this boundary 

which defines an ethnic group and not the cultural features within (Barth 1998[1969]:15). 

Ethnic boundaries persist despite personnel flow between groups by group contact 

(Molohon et al. 1979:8). As a matter of fact, contact with people from different cultures 

is entailed in the maintenance of ethnic boundaries, as “ethnic groups only persist as 

significant units if they imply marked difference in behaviour, i.e. persisting cultural 

differences” (Barth 1998[1969]:15-16). In this way, different forms of behavior cluster 

and makes people fall into different categories (ibid.:29). Therefore, ethnic diversity is 

more likely to increase than to diminish from increased communications and travels 

(Molohon et al. 1979:7). 

4.1.2. Social Interactions Between Mobility Students 

By drawing on the theory of ethnic groups and boundaries and the data collection, this 

section analyzes and explains how the mobility students become culturally aware through 

social interactions with each other. 
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Mobility students seem to be seeking social interactions with people from several other 

ethnic backgrounds and to learn about their cultures. A day trip to Tibidabo, a church on 

the top of a mountain, arranged by the company Erasmusbarcelona with approximately 

80 mobility students, is an example of this. On this trip, Nacho socially interacted with 

other mobility students from Sweden, Finland and Poland, and was asking about their 

cultural backgrounds (FN, February 10). Furthermore, Saba points out: 

 

We [her and her two Turkish friends] are always around Turkish 

people. That is not how you are going to learn different things… So, we 

started searching for international students in Barcelona. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Also, Maria came to Barcelona alone and she told how she chose to do an exchange 

abroad due to how she expected to meet people from different countries and learn from 

them (FN, February 10). This shows how mobility students are, from the very start of 

their mobility program, consciously seeking engagement with ethnic diversity in order to 

gain cultural awareness and learn about themselves and their own cultures. 

4.1.2.1. Language as an Important Cultural Feature 

Drawing on Barth’s understanding of cultural features, the differences in languages seem 

to be an important cultural feature for the mobility students in order to achieve cultural 

awareness. From WhatsApp messaging and participant observation with mobility 

students, language differences seemed to be the center of attention in several situations. 

There seemed to be an interest in how to say things in different languages, like the word 

’cheers’, listening to songs from different countries and outlining typical stereotypes of 

each other’s cultures (FN, February 7; FN, February 18). Saba, furthermore, points out 

how she wants to “learn different languages” (Interview with Saba); and Nóra says: “I 

also wanted to improve my language knowledge” (Interview with Nóra). This is, 

arguably, a way in how differences in behavior cluster and the ethnic boundaries between 

the mobility students become more visible. 
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4.1.2.2. Boundary Maintenance Between Mobility Students 

Through social interactions with each other, the mobility students seem to maintain an 

ethnic boundary between each other as they learn more about their ethnic diversity, for 

example through language exchange. Although, the mobility students learn about cultural 

differences, they also learn about cultural similarities. According to Saba: “You always 

think… other countries are all… another world, which is not so” (Interview with Saba). 

Fredrik, furthermore, in informal interview, expresses how he felt amazed about 

interacting with multiple people from different countries and cultures. He pointed out 

how incredible it is that even though people are from different countries, they still have 

things in common; it is not a completely different world where you cannot recognize 

anything from your own culture (FN, February 26). The mobility students recognize in 

which way other cultures differ and in which way they are similar. One could argue, 

then, how ethnic boundaries are strengthened because the differences and similarities 

become clearer when the mobility students socially interact with each other. 

 

Likewise, social interactions with Spanish people, either locals from Barcelona or people 

from other parts of Spain, and interactions with the Spanish society, teach the mobility 

students how to do things differently. Erika expresses:  

 

The culture is super different from the Scandinavian cultures… It’s a 

foreign country, the laws are different, the things, the way life works 

here is different. 

(Erika in interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

Moreover, Saba gives an example of how greeting each other in Barcelona differs from 

the way they greet each other in Pakistan and Turkey: 

 

When you live in a country for a long time… you care about customs 

and how people act, how people treat each other… a simple example 

would be how you greet people... the kisses on the cheeks. That was a 

bit difficult for me because I almost ended up kissing people on lips. 

You hug where you are not meant to, you be so formal, when you are 
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not meant to. Because in Pakistani tradition, you shake hand with 

whoever you meet, unless it is a very very close friend of yours or your 

cousin or your relative. You don’t kiss on cheek, but here, when you 

meet somebody for the first time, you kiss on cheek. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Even small customs, like greeting each other, teach the mobility students something 

about a specific culture as well as teaching them about their own culture. Perhaps, the 

way of greeting people has never been questioned by the mobility students before. 

Perhaps, they did not know that people greet each other differently in different cultures. 

Therefore, mobility students’ social interactions with other mobility students can make 

them reflect on their own cultural backgrounds and behavior as well as highlighting 

cultural differences and similarities and, hereby, maintain the ethnic boundaries between 

them, separating the mobility students into several different ethnic categories. To answer 

the question of why the mobility students seem to be seeking a multicultural social circle, 

one reason for this is, then, in order for the mobility students to gain cultural awareness, 

as this is, arguably, generated by a mobility student community through social 

interactions with ethnic diversity. 

 

When taking Barth’s theory into consideration, one could question, then, if a mobility 

student community can even exist, perhaps it is rather simply a matter of social 

interactions between mobility students, in which the ethnic boundaries between the 

different ethnic groups involved are strengthened. If mobility students belong to different 

ethnic groups, what can a mobility student community, then, be viewed as, if one 

believes such a community can exist? 

 

It can, arguably, not be regarded as an ethnic group because, as discussed above, 

members of a mobility student community are not tied by common race, nationality or 

culture, rather they are tied by the differences in these. Perhaps, the differences between 

the mobility students somehow become what characterize the mobility student 

community. So, on one hand, as a mobility student is already a member of an ethnic 

group, being a member of a mobility student community strengthens the ethnic 

boundaries, and, therefore, strengthens the mobility student’s membership to his current 
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ethnic group. On the other hand, perhaps by strengthening these boundaries, the 

boundary between the mobility student community and other groups are also 

strengthened. 

 

Additionally, as a mobility student community is newly formed and short-time based 

according to several informants: “A community is a really short term thing because it is 

only for one semester there is a kind of community” (Interview with Nóra); “There are 

thousands of people who come and go every year” (Interview with Saba), it cannot, 

arguably, be regarded as being largely biologically self-perpetuating. The theory of 

ethnic groups and boundaries can help explain how the mobility students’ ties to their 

ethnic groups in their home country are strengthened and, furthermore, explain one 

reason to why they seek a multicultural environment; to gain cultural awareness. 

However, it cannot solely explain what a mobility student community is and why and 

how it can be formed in Barcelona. 

4.2. Temporal Membership 

So, what can, then, help explain this? This section aims to discuss this by exploring the 

second characteristic of a mobility student community in Barcelona, that of temporal 

membership. 

4.2.1. Theory on Neo-Tribes 

First, it is relevant to introduce the concept of a neo-tribe, as this concept can, to some 

extent, help explain what a mobility student community is. 

 

Maffesoli (1996) is often viewed as the author who was the first to discuss the concept of 

neo-tribes (Bennett 1999:614; Maffesoli in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:2). Maffesoli 

explains how neo-tribes are “series of temporal gatherings that are fluid, without 

organizational rigidity and made up of members who share a similar state of mind, 

usually expressed through lifestyles with distinctive appearances and rituals of 

behaviour” (Maffesoli 1996:22; Maffesoli in Bennett 1999:605; Maffesoli in Kriwoken 

& Hardy 2017:2). 
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Moreover, according to Goulding and Shankar (2011), neo-tribes are 1) multiple and 

often they do not dominate an individual’s life (Goulding & Shankar 2011:1436-1437). 

They are better viewed as temporary escapes from the everyday life of a working week 

(ibid.:1436-1437). Individuals can be members of several different neo-tribes or 

communities and flows between identities, hereby, occur (Bennett in Goulding & 

Shankar 2011:1436-1437). 2) Neo-tribes do often not entail long-term moral 

responsibilities (Muniz & O’Guinn in Goulding & Shankar 2011:1436-1437), but the 

value is rather focused on invigorating passion and establishing social networks 

(Goulding & Shankar 2011:1436-1437). 3) Neo-tribes can be considered transient as they 

emerge and disappear, which generates unpredictable experiences that have great 

meaning in one moment and little meaning in the next moment (ibid.:1436-1437). 

4.2.1.1. A Shared Lifestyle in Neo-Tribes 

It has been mentioned above how members of a neo-tribe express their shared state of 

mind through lifestyles. Lifestyles, shared emotions, new moral beliefs and consumption 

practices, furthermore, hold together the neo-tribe for a short time frame due to a 

collective pursuit for symbolic meaning (Bennett et al. in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:3). 

However, it has also been argued in former literature how neo-tribes can also be hold 

together more permanently (Robards & Bennett in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:11). The 

symbolic meaning includes a sense of community and the sharing of a particular lifestyle, 

a lifestyle which is desired by all members of the neo-tribe (Bennett in Kriwoken & 

Hardy 2017:3). This lifestyle can, according to the authors Cova and Cova, become 

visible through gatherings and occasions, which can include places like physical meeting 

places and virtual platforms, where the members of the neo-tribe convene (Cova & Cova 

in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:3). Additionally, it can be invisible through personal and 

shared experiences and societal trends (ibid.:3). 

4.2.1.2. Members Switching Between Neo-Tribes 

Neo-tribalism has also been identified as groups that are characterized by fluidity 

(Maffesoli 1996:5; Bennett in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:2), as it is rather a question of 

switching between ‘tribes’ than belonging to a family, gang or community (Maffesoli 

1996:5; Maffesoli in Bennett 1999:606). A neo-tribe goes beyond the traditional 
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permanent and tangible entities, by recognizing how society has moved beyond this to a 

state where people are more fluid between networks, values and social positions 

(Bauman in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:2). 

4.2.2. A Mobility Student Community Viewed as a Neo-Tribe 

Having outlined what is meant by the concept of a neo-tribe, this project will now 

identify how it can, as well as the collected data, help explain what a mobility student 

community is. 

4.2.2.1. A Mobility Student’s Short-Term Membership 

The existence of a mobility student community in Barcelona can be regarded as a short-

term existence, due to the fact that many of the mobility students choose to study or do 

an internship abroad for only a semester, which is approximately five months. This is 

explained in several of the interviews collected for this project; in interview with Cody, 

Daniel, Erika, Fredrik, Maria, Nacho, Nora, Nóra and Saba. For example, when asking 

Erika how long she is staying in Barcelona, she answered “five months” (Erika in 

interview with Erika & Nora). Furthermore, Nóra explains: 

 

They [mobility students] are together for half a year and then they will 

just… fade away. And maybe they will keep in contact, maybe they 

will not. I guess only the really close friends will keep in contact. It is 

still hard to meet them every half year or every year, so it will just be a 

kind of memory. It is here and puff, it is nowhere. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

Drawing on the outlined features of a neo-tribe above by the authors Goulding and 

Shankar, a mobility student community can, arguably, be viewed as being similar to a 

neo-tribe. One reason for this, is how being a member of a mobility student community 

is, arguably, a short-term membership and does, therefore, not entail long-term 

responsibility. Being part of such a community is rather a temporary escape from 

everyday life in the mobility students’ home countries. For example, Maria said that she 

decided to go abroad because she wanted to try something new, to get away from 
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everything back home, she needed a change (FN, February 10). This is characteristic of a 

neo-tribe. A mobility student community can, then, arguably, be formed because there 

are several mobility students escaping everyday life at the same time in Barcelona. The 

time aspect seems to be one of the main features the mobility students share, and, hereby, 

becomes a characteristic of a mobility student community in Barcelona. 

4.2.2.2. Achievement of Countless Experiences 

Additionally, living in Barcelona for a short amount of time obligates the mobility 

students to take as much advantage of their situation as possible. Several informants 

express this. For example, according to Erika: “You don’t really come here… just to sit 

at home and not going anywhere” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora). Nora agrees 

with this statement. Likewise, according to Saba: 

 

Here, I am always looking forward to do something different, meet new 

people. If I don’t do something during one week, I feel like I have lost 

my time… So I always try to improve myself, or try to learn something, 

or try to see a different place at least. In Turkey, you don’t really care 

about wasting time... because that’s the place you live, you always have 

time to see things. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

According to Weaver, the sharing of memorable experiences can create a sense of 

sociality and belonging to a community (Weaver in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:9). The 

mobility students seem to be in a similar state of mind by seeking to achieve as many 

experiences as possible while living in Barcelona. Perhaps, by sharing these experiences, 

the mobility students gain a feeling of belonging to a mobility student community. This 

is, furthermore, similar to a neo-tribe. 

4.2.2.3. Shared Lifestyle & Community Formation 

As being a member of a mobility student community seems to be a short-term 

membership, it seems to be more of a switching between communities, like Maffesoli 

points out is characteristic of a neo-tribe. So, being a member of a mobility student 
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community is a form of a temporary belonging by being surrounded by people who all 

share a similar experience or lifestyle in the particular context of Barcelona. In interview 

with Erika, she says: “It’s like a new place for all of you, so you make new memories… 

it connects you in a way” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora), and Nora continues: 

“Usually there are some kind of events, so you can share the experience together” (Nora 

in interview with Erika & Nora). In interview with Saba, she says: 

 

They [other mobility students] are also going through the same thing 

that I am going through. It doesn’t matter they are from different 

countries, but, they also don’t know the language… So, we kind of 

support each other, which I think is a good thing in Barcelona. I would 

have felt a bit lonely if I was not with them [other mobility students]. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

The mobility students seem to be connected by the aspect of time and by how they are all 

going through the same experience. Therefore, they can support each other. So, to Saba it 

does not matter what countries her friends are from, but rather which situation they are 

in, if they are in a similar situation as her, sharing a similar lifestyle. Consequently, 

studying or doing an internship abroad for a limited amount of time, be it five months or 

three years, is due to the fact of how the mobility students are all in the same situation in 

a limited time period. 

 

To continue answering the question of why the mobility students seem to be seeking a 

multicultural social circle, another reason for this is, then, because several of the 

members of a multicultural community are temporarily living in Barcelona. Additionally, 

a mobility student community is, arguably, formed because they are all pursuing 

symbolic meaning, in this case the same particular lifestyle of a constant sharing of 

experiences. This community can, furthermore, be viewed as a neo-tribe as it is an act of 

creation and the founding of a new community, as Maffesoli describes a neo-tribe to be 

(Maffesoli in Goulding & Shankar 2011:1447). Additionally, Bennett points out how a 

characteristic of a neo-tribe is: 
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the phenomena of passengers coming from different walks of life… 

their varied backgrounds support the postmodern perspective that 

individuals are no longer locked into particular ways of being, that have 

been determined by conditions of class. 

(Bennett in Kriwoken & Hardy 2017:9) 

 

In relation to this, the mobility student community can be characterized, according to 

what has been argued earlier in this project, as a community including individuals who 

are not locked into this neo-tribe, but who have chosen to become members when 

choosing to go abroad. 

4.3. New Social Networks 

This section discusses the third characteristic of a mobility student community in 

Barcelona, that of new social networks. It argues how by sharing the same lifestyle and 

temporal residence, the mobility students all seem to be seeking new social networks in 

which they can learn to become culturally aware. In order to explain further, the concept 

of an anomaly is introduced. 

4.3.1. Anomaly Theory 

Douglas (1966) describes an anomaly to be an element that does not fit into a given set of 

series, in other words, when something cannot fit into a category (Douglas 1966:38). As 

it is not impossible for an individual to revise a personal scheme of categories, one can 

confront an anomaly in order to create a new pattern of ’reality’ that fits with the 

anomaly (ibid.:39). In this case, when something has been classified as an anomaly, the 

context of which it is not a member needs to be clarified (ibid.:39). The next section 

seeks to do so in the case study of a mobility student community in Barcelona. 
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4.3.2. A Mobility Student Regarded as an Anomaly 

According to Braşoveanu (2010): 

 

The social groups that Erasmus students form in the first period of the 

semester they spend abroad are mostly intercultural, or even constituted 

only by students that share the same status – the Erasmus student or 

“foreigner” one. 

(Braşoveanu 2010:87) 

 

In this research’s case, a foreigner’s status can be regarded as an anomaly while abroad. 

 

Several informants, like Driss, Erika, Nora, Nóra and Saba, express how they do not 

socialize much with locals in Barcelona: “A lot more [socializing with] international 

people than locals” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora); ”I have some local friends 

yeah, two. Not a lot because I didn’t have the opportunity to meet them. It’s pretty hard 

to meet people from here” (Interview with Driss); “Locals... You can’t make friends” 

(Interview with Saba); 

 

I don’t know any locals here… and when I was a student, I never met 

one, I never talked to one. I don’t know, it was like I was kind of 

seperated from them. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

Then, the mobility students can be viewed as “foreigners” when moving to Barcelona for 

their studies as they are socially separated from the locals. Therefore, they can, arguably, 

be considered as anomalies in how they do not fit into the category of the local society or 

fit into the category of tourists visiting for a few days. Therefore, a mobility student 

community in Barcelona can be regarded as a community of anomalies, as being an 

anomaly is what they all share. The mobility students do not really belong anywhere, 

which is one reason to why they are forming a mobility student community where they 

can belong temporarily. 
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4.3.3. An Early Chosen Membership 

When choosing to go abroad, the mobility students can be viewed as having chosen to 

become members of a mobility student community in Barcelona. For example, Nora 

points out: 

 

No, I don’t [have international friends in Finland]… I don’t even 

remember when I had new friends in Finland. I always hang out with 

the same ones and people from school and I have friends from when I 

was a child… Yeah [I have international friends in Barcelona]. 

(Nora in interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

Here Nora expresses how she does not have any international friends back in Finland but 

she has international friends in Barcelona, and it can be argued by moving to Barcelona 

for a semester, then, she has in some sense chosen to make new friends, as she does not 

have a familiar friendgroup in Barcelona. She has, hereby, chosen to be part of a mobility 

student community, as the mobility students seem to be looking for the same symbolic 

meaning. This is, however, not to constitute that none of the mobility students have 

international friends in their home countries. It is to make the point that perhaps the 

mobility students are actively seeking international friends when going abroad due to 

how they are in similar positions and regarded as anomalies. 

 

Likewise, in informal interview, Cody said he chose Barcelona because he had heard that 

it is an international city in Europe. He, then, made his choice to move abroad to 

Barcelona because it is an international city and, hereby, easy to meet people from 

everywhere (FN, February 10). Driss, also, states: “It is interesting to meet new people 

and people from everywhere” (Interview with Driss). Saba points out: 

 

Everybody, just like you, is looking for a friend… If it’s an 

international environment, it is always easy, because let’s say a meet 

and greet in a café, everybody comes there to make friends and to meet 

and greet. 

(Interview with Saba) 
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As the mobility students are in similar positions of looking for friends, a mobility student 

environment is, therefore, an environment where it is easy to meet people and make 

potential friends. Perhaps, then, a mobility student community is, furthermore, formed in 

Barcelona due to how being in a mobility student environment makes it easier for the 

mobility students to build new social networks. Therefore, a mobility student community 

can, furthermore, be viewed as a neo-tribe, as the value seems to be focused on 

establishing new social networks, which the authors Goulding and Shankar have pointed 

out to be important to a neo-tribe. 

 

Another reason for why the mobility students seem to be seeking a multicultural social 

circle is, then, due to how they can all be considered anomalies in the context of 

Barcelona and they are all new to the city. Therefore, being a part of a mobility student 

community provides them easier access to an establishment of new social networks and a 

feeling of belonging to a category; a category of multiple anomalies becoming a category 

of mobility students. 

 

Having discussed the theories of ethnic groups and boundaries, neo-tribes and anomalies 

in regard to the subject of a mobility student community in Barcelona, it has contributed 

with a greater understanding of this community and why it is formed. 

 

First, the introduction of ethnic groups and boundaries has led to the argument of how the 

social interactions within the community strengthens the ethnic boundaries between the 

mobility students as they come from different cultural and ethnic backgrounds, resulting 

in gaining cultural awareness. It has, furthermore, been suggested how these differences 

and ethnic boundaries are also what define the community as they can be regarded as 

some of the cultural features of the community. What characterizes the community are 

the differences in language, gestures, traditions etc. To use a phrase from ESN’s 

Facebook page, the mobility students can be argued to be “united in diversity” (FN, 

March 1). This is how this case study differentiates from several other community 

studies, as the community is comprised of members from diverse cultures. 

 

Second, it has been argued how the mobility student community can be considered a neo-

tribe and is formed due to how the mobility students are temporarily members of the 
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community and, therefore, are seeking the same symbolic meaning in sharing the same 

lifestyle of experiencing as much as possible while abroad. 

 

Third, by sharing a similar experience and, to some extent, be viewed as anomalies who 

are all new to the city, the mobility student community is formed as they are all seeking a 

new social network, and it is easy to achieve this goal in the mobility student community 

environment, as everyone is seeking the same thing.  
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Chapter 5: A ‘Gradual’ Cosmopolitan 

Transformation 

The former chapter has outlined three main characteristics of a mobility student 

community in Barcelona: 1) ethnic boundaries maintenance, 2) temporal membership, 

and 3) new social networks. Employing these characteristics in a discussion of the 

experience economy and the transformation economy will help answer the research 

question - to what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better 

educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? - as this chapter deals 

with the fourth project objective: to explain how a transformation of the mobility students 

into becoming more cosmopolitan takes place within the social boundaries of a mobility 

student community in Barcelona. In the next chapter, it will be discussed how such a 

transformation is facilitating a better international educational tourism experience for the 

mobility students in Barcelona and how private companies can be regarded as creating a 

space where such a transformation occurs. 

 

By drawing on the experience economy and the transformation economy, this chapter 

outlines five ways in which mobility students can be considered to transform into 

becoming more cosmopolitan: 1) feeling of being at home in the world, 2) involvement 

with contrasting cultures, 3) subconsciously seeking a cosmopolitan transformation, 4) a 

‘gradual’ transformative process, and 5) a cosmopolitan mindset. 

5.1. Customization of the Experience Economy 

If one is to discuss how to facilitate a better international educational tourism experience 

for mobility students, it is relevant to include Pine and Gilmore’s (2013) study of the 

western economy. The authors have outlined how this economy can be historically 

separated into four stages (Pine & Gilmore 1999:6). 1) Agrarian economy, which refers 

to commodities being extracted from the natural world (ibid.:6), 2) industrial economy, 

where commodities are converted into goods; physical, tangible products (Pine & 

Gilmore 1999:7; Pine & Gilmore 2013:25), 3) service economy, such as intangible 

activities where goods supply the means for service providers (Pine & Gilmore 1999:8; 
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Pine & Gilmore 2013:25), and 4) experience economy, which is the most recent and 

include memorable events engaging people in a personal way (Pine & Gilmore 2013:22, 

26). The difference between the experience economy and the other economies is the fact 

that commodities, goods and services exist outside of the customer, whereas experiences 

happen inside them in order to create a memory (ibid.:27). An experience can be 

considered the essence of what a customer is seeking and paying for (Morgan in Fu et al. 

2015:84). 

 

According to Pine and Gilmore, the process going from one dominating economy to 

another can be explained by mass customization; customized commodities are turned into 

goods, customized goods are turned into services, and finally, customized services are 

turned into experiences (Pine & Gilmore 2013:22, 26). When an economy has become 

too commoditised, or in other words, too impersonal, mass customization happens, 

resulting in a shift in the economy (ibid.:22). 

 

Erika, Maria, Nora, Nóra and Saba all refer to studying abroad as an experience. For 

example, in informal interview, Maria said that she decided to go abroad because she 

needed a change and to have an experience (FN, February 10). Likewise, according to 

Nóra: 

 

This experience [living abroad due to studies] is that you learn how to 

live independently, how to live far from your parents and how to build 

knew contacts with strangers. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

These two informants state how studying abroad is an experience, something personal, as 

this experience can also be considered to provide the mobility students with personal 

skills, which Nóra refers to as independence and building new contacts. Although, the 

informants refer to their time abroad as an experience, perhaps it can be regarded as more 

than that, as the informants seem to agree that they either consciously want a change, like 

Maria, or that they have changed while abroad through developing personal skills, like 

Nóra. If the mobility students are, in some way, ‘buying’ an experience by living abroad 

as part of their studies, but can also be argued to gain more than an experience, what is, 
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then, being manifested? What can, then, be considered to come after the experience 

economy when it is mass customized? 

5.2. From an Experience Economy to a Transformation 

Economy 

Accepting the idea that mobility students attain more than an experience while abroad, 

Pine and Gilmore believe that when an experience is customized, it becomes a 

transformation (Pine & Gilmore 2013:40). Just as the experience economy emerged 

when goods and services were no longer enough for the customers, the authors suggest 

that a transformation economy will emerge when customers seek more than experiences 

(Kirillova et al. 2017a:638; Pine & Gilmore 2013:35). 

 

Several private companies in Barcelona display their websites with marketing reflecting 

on how an international mobility experience abroad changes your life. For example, in an 

email sent out by the company Citylifebarcelona, it is written: 

 

For most people, time abroad is a life changing experience. Something 

they will take with them throughout their entire life! Barcelona is no 

different! This city is so special in so many ways that you’re life is 

guaranteed to be changed after spending some time here! 

(FN, February 6) 

 

If we believe the private companies to speak truly from experience of working with 

countless of mobility students, then, taking this statement into consideration, the mobility 

students’ time abroad can be considered to be a life changing experience. Therefore, I 

argue, how this links to Pine and Gilmores’ phrase “a life-transforming experience”, 

which is an outcome of a customized experience (Pine & Gilmore 2013:39-40). In other 

words, a mobility student’s experience abroad is turned into a transformation. The 

question is, then, what causes this transformation and a transformation into what? 
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According to Pine and Gilmore, a transformation is generally understood as being more 

personal and emotional than an experience (Pine & Gilmore 2013:39-40). When an 

experience is customized it means that the provider of this experience has made it just 

right for an individual by providing what that person needs in that exact moment, and this 

individual cannot help being changed and the experience being a life-transforming 

experience (Pine & Gilmore 2013:23, 39-40). Often, the customers are considered to 

consciously seek something more lasting than just a memory, which goes beyond what 

any good, service or experience can offer (ibid.:39). Linking this to the studied field of 

Barcelona, Maria, Nóra and Saba all seem to be seeking a change in their lives, 

something beyond just a memory. For example, Nóra explains when asked why she 

chose to do an exchange abroad: ”I felt like I didn’t really know myself and I didn’t 

know my limits and I wanted to know my limits and I wanted to get to know myself” 

(Interview with Nóra). Nóra wished to get to know herself and she seemed to think that 

going abroad could help her in this quest. Likewise, Saba points out when asked the same 

question: 

 

Finding yourself, exploring what I believe life [to be]... It helped to live 

in a different place, with a different environment, with different 

people… I wanted to explore and I wanted to discover myself... And I 

think I did to some extent. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Saba also wants to discover herself and she believes that she did to some extent by going 

abroad. A part of helping her in this quest was by living in a different country with 

different people. As these statements include personal and emotional achievements, the 

mobility program in Barcelona, arguably, goes beyond delivering just an experience, it 

delivers, to some extent, a transformation. When stating that there is more to living 

abroad than just an experience, which will in the end only be a memory, this is not to 

argue how the mobility students only go through a transformation and do not gain an 

experience at all. This is rather to state that the mobility students are transformed because 

of their experience abroad. As Caruana (2014) states: “International mobility enables 

students to develop the capacity to engage in transformative experiences with cultural 

‘others’” (Caruana 2014:89). Furthermore, being open to new experiences is necessary 
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for these experiences to develop into transformations (Kottler in Ksenia et al. 2016:645), 

which, arguably, the mobility students seem to be as they seek transformative 

experiences. 

5.3. A Transformation into Becoming More Cosmopolitan 

So, in what way can the mobility students be considered to transform and into what? Five 

aspects of this is outlined: 1) feeling of being at home in the world, 2) involvement with 

contrasting cultures, 3) subconsciously seeking a cosmopolitan transformation, 4) a 

‘gradual’ transformative process, and 5) a cosmopolitan mindset. First, this section 

discusses how the mobility students can be considered cosmopolitan. Second, it describes 

how the transformation into becoming cosmopolitan is constructed. Third, it discusses in 

what way the mobility students subconsciously seek a cosmopolitan transformation. 

Fourth, it explains how the cosmopolitan transformation can be considered a ‘gradual’ 

transformation. Fifth, it concludes how a shared cosmopolitan mindset in a mobility 

student community results in a long-term membership of a global cosmopolitan 

community. 

 

It has been argued how the mobility students seem to be seeking a transformation, but a 

transformation into what and do they consciously seek a specific kind of transformation? 

Having discussed in the former chapter how the mobility students in Barcelona 

constantly interact with other mobility students from different ethnic backgrounds and 

how these social interactions constitute boundary maintenance between these different 

ethnic groups as well as creating a mobility student community, I argue how it is relevant 

to consider the idea of a cosmopolitan transformation, as this includes feeling at home in 

the world within diverse cultures. This is, furthermore, due to how Tran and Gomes 

(2017) believe that mobility students consider themselves to be cosmopolitan (Tran & 

Gomes 2017:5-6), as well as Braşoveanu’s (2010) argument of how the physical, global 

mobility becomes part of international students’ cosmopolitan identities (Braşoveanu 

2010:95). Beck, Sznaider and Sóbre-Donton (2011) believe that cosmopolitan individuals 

seek engagement with cultural diversity by straddling the local and the global spheres 

(Beck & Sznaider in Sobré-Denton 2011:80). They do so by their engagement with a 

cosmopolitan community through social interactions with people from different ethnic 
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backgrounds, which they, then, get the opportunity to compare their home culture with 

other cultures (Sobré-Denton 2011:81). If the mobility students seem to be socially 

interacting with other mobility students from different ethnic backgrounds, then, based 

on the argument above, these mobility students can be viewed as cosmopolitan 

individuals, being part of a cosmopolitan mobility student community. It is, therefore, 

relevant to consider a cosmopolitan transformation. So, by choosing to have a study 

experience abroad, are the mobility students, then, transforming into cosmopolitan 

individuals? 

5.3.1. Feeling of Being at Home in the World 

First, even though the mobility students can, to some extent, be considered to be 

cosmopolitan individuals, it is necessary to explore in what way this is true. In other 

words, in what way can the mobility students be considered cosmopolitan? Daniel, Erika 

and Nóra seem to share the same perception of having been ‘changed’ into being able to 

live in other countries than their home country. For example, Nóra says: “I feel like I can 

live everywhere because I opened up myself [while abroad] and it is much easier to talk 

to strangers and to get along anywhere” (Interview with Nóra). Additionally, in informal 

interview, Daniel explains that he does not know where ‘home’ is anymore. He feels at 

home in Mexico but also in Barcelona (FN, February 17). 

 

Gunesch (2013) defines cosmopolitanism to be a feeling of being at home in the world 

(Gunesch 2013:175). Furthermore, where home is to a cosmopolitan individual is 

paradoxical as the individual has access to a variety of cultures and, hereby, has acquired 

multicultural perspectives (ibid.:176). Home, therefore, might not be where the 

individual is from anymore, and Gunesch, hereby, argues how the ‘classical home’ 

might, then, not exist anymore or the original meaning has at least been altered 

(ibid.:176). According to Caruana, cosmopolitans develop a sense of feeling at home 

anywhere, and it is rather a question of putting down roots than being forever rooted 

(Caruana 2014:98). I, hereby, argue that the mobility students, through social interactions 

with their newly established social network of other mobility students, have, to some 

extent, transformed into cosmopolitan individuals who feel at home in the world rather 

than only in one particular place. The ‘classical’ notion of home has been altered in a 
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way that the mobility students feel more connected to exploring the world as a home 

rather than one country being their home, as they feel like they can live anywhere. 

5.3.2. Involvement with Contrasting Cultures 

The feeling of being at home in the world is a reason to why the mobility students can be 

considered cosmopolitan individuals. What, then, constructs this feeling? In becoming 

cosmopolitan individuals, the social interactions with each other within the mobility 

student community in Barcelona, are a key factor for a cosmopolitan transformation. As 

Sobré-Denton (2011) points out, cosmopolitan identities are constructed through the 

social interactions with other cosmopolitan people (Sobré-Denton 2011:80), and 

according to Tran and Gomes, transnational relationships shape and reshape student 

identity (Tran & Gomes 2017:5). How can the mobility students, then, be considered to 

change?  

 

According to Hannerz, cosmopolitanism can be defined as an involvement with 

contrasting cultures but to some extent on a person’s own premises (Hannerz in Sobré-

Denton 2011:80). Similarly, according to Nora, a person can be considered cosmopolitan 

“if you can fit in easily to different [cultures]” through the involvement with diverse 

cultures (Nora in interview with Erika & Nora). The process into being able to fit into 

diverse cultures, is a process of learning about cultural customs. For example, in informal 

interview, Daniel explains how he had to get used to his friend from Italy greeting him by 

kissing him on both of his cheeks as it is not normal in Mexico to do so (FN, February 

17). Several of the informants share this experience as well. It is, then, about learning 

different ways of living life, as Erika points out: “I think it’s maybe about understanding 

the different cultures and how things work in different places, getting that insight” (Erika 

in interview with Erika & Nora); as well as Saba: 

 

Meeting people from different countries makes you realize that there is 

so much more to see. With every person you meet, their story and when 

they tell about their family and the places they live, you want to go 

there, you want to see… I prefer to go for international people where I 

can learn more. I always try to surround myself with people from 
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whom I learn something new… Since I know the language, I know the 

culture [in Turkey], there was nothing special to learn and I didn’t want 

to spend my whole year only to gain the experience in teaching... I 

wanted to learn something else at the same time, like language, culture. 

Outside of my profession. So, of course abroad was a good idea. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

The mobility student community in Barcelona can, then, be considered  as a community 

in which the members are passionate about learning from each other. This, furthermore, 

develops a feeling of being at home in the world as they acquire multicultural 

perspectives by having access to multiple cultures. The mobility students are transformed 

into cosmopolitan actors by socializing and sharing their experiences together with other 

mobility students from contrasting cultures. The mobility student community is, 

therefore, important for this transformation to happen. 

5.3.3. Subconsciously Seeking a Cosmopolitan Transformation 

It has been outlined above how the mobility students can be considered cosmopolitan 

through the feeling of being at home in the world and how the cosmopolitan 

transformation can be generated by social interactions within a mobility student 

community. But do the mobility students see themselves as cosmopolitans and are they 

consciously seeking this transformation? 

 

When the informants were directly asked if they see themselves as cosmopolitans, 

several of them answered “yes” or “to some extent”. For example:  

 

It would be nice to be cosmopolitan. I don’t know. Maybe [I feel 

cosmopolitan] in a way. I mean, after this experience we have lived in 

another country, we have seen another culture. Given something to us. 

(Erika in interview with Erika & Nora); 

 

Yeah, definitely [see myself as cosmopolitan]… I see myself as more 

like a global citizen than a citizen of a specific country. But of course 
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me being in Barcelona and Turkey, it helped me more, helped me 

discover myself more. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Most of the informants, like Saba, agree that the experience abroad, due to studies, has 

helped them in becoming more cosmopolitan. Saba, furthermore, refers to herself as a 

global citizen. However, none of the other informants directly refer to themselves as 

global citizens. Nevertheless, as discussed above, several of the informants feel at home 

in the world, which is, arguably, associated with the notion of a global citizen. 

 

According to Killick, researchers have described a global citizen to have developed a 

‘self in the world’ (Killick in Lilley et al. 2015:226), and has incorporated an ethical and 

social understanding (Barrie in Lilley et al. 2015:226). A global citizen can be defined as 

being open towards multicultural experiences by engaging with cultural ‘others’ 

(Caruana 2014:90), having social responsibility and global awareness (Morais & Ogden 

in Tarrant et al. 2014:406-407). When being a global citizen, one is concerned with 

individual action (Cabrera 2008:89) and being capable of making change happen in a fair 

and just manner within and beyond one’s immediate communities (Caruana 2014:90-91; 

Schattle in Tarrant et al. 2014:406-407). These actions are based on morality, global ethic 

(Cabrera 2008:85, 92), obligation, justice, and environmental protection (Tarrant et al. 

2011:404). According to Cabrera (2008), individuals can be considered to act as global 

citizens when they: 

 

a) reach across international boundaries, or internal boundaries of 

differential citizenship, b) in order to help secure those fundamental 

rights that would be better protected if there were a just system of 

global institutions in place, and c) work to help put such a system in 

place. 

(Cabrera 2008:94) 

 

Although, mobility students in Barcelona can, to some extent, be considered global 

citizens in how they have developed a ‘self in the world’, are open towards social 

interactions and experiences with cultural ‘others’ and gained cultural awareness, there is 
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no, or little, findings from the data collection of them being concerned with actions 

towards global change. Arguably, however, the mobility students have potential to 

develop into global citizens if educated in this field. Perhaps, within a mobility student 

community in Barcelona, the mobility students have begun the transformation process 

into becoming cosmopolitan with the potential to develop as global citizens. 

 

However, even though the mobility students view themselves as cosmopolitan, to some 

extent, and that it seems like the mobility students are transforming into cosmopolitan 

individuals by engaging in a mobility student community, the informants do not directly 

refer to themselves as cosmopolitans without having been asked. As discussed earlier, 

they refer to a change into becoming more independent and developing personal skills. 

For example, in interview, Driss do not even see himself as cosmopolitan when asked: 

 

Driss: No, I don’t think so. 

 

Interviewer: But you hang out with international people? 

 

Driss: Yeah, I just meet new people, nice guys, and be friends with 

them. I don’t care where they are from or what they do. 

(Interview with Driss) 

 

Caruana argues that cosmopolitan individuals are open-minded towards difference 

(Caruana 2014:98-99). So, even though Driss does not seem to care about where his 

friends are from and learning about diverse cultures, this exact statement proves that he 

has a cosmopolitan mindset because he is open-minded towards difference, towards 

creating a multicultural social network. It is, therefore, interesting that Driss does not 

consider himself as cosmopolitan. This may be because Driss, in particular, grew up 

knowing four different languages and has parents from different ethnic backgrounds. He 

explains: “I am going to be like that [open-minded] if it was even in Morocco or in 

Spain. It won’t change” (Interview with Driss). Perhaps by growing up in a multicultural 

environment, Driss has transformed into becoming more cosmopolitan throughout his life 

and, therefore, it might come naturally to him as something normal and non-labelled. 
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Erika, Nóra and Saba also share this mindset of being open-minded: “Yeah, you are 

open-minded” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora), and “You are always doing 

something, you are more active, you are more social. You are more open” (Interview 

with Saba). Caruana also explains how the concept of cosmopolitanism has come to exist 

in everyday practices as largely unintended and unforeseen, which has led to 

‘unconscious cosmopolitans’ (Caruana 2014:98-99). Arguably then, the mobility students 

are consciously seeking a change while abroad, as it has been discussed earlier how they 

want to learn from each other and become more independent. However, it does not seem 

like they are referring to a specific kind of change. Therefore, they are consciously 

seeking a transformation, but subconsciously seeking this transformation to be a 

cosmopolitan transformation. 

5.3.4. A ‘Gradual’ Transformative Process 

It is mentioned in the former section how the informants see themselves as more 

cosmopolitan. But what is meant by more cosmopolitan? Can the mobility students be 

considered to have completely transformed into cosmopolitan individuals after the 

experience abroad or is it rather more complex than so? The findings from the data 

collection suggest that it is more complex. To answer the question of what ‘more 

cosmopolitan’ means, Jackson (2011) points out how through critical reflection and by 

being more appreciative of other cultural ways of being, students can develop a 

cosmopolitan identity and become part of today’s interconnected world (Jackson 

2011:80, 82). Over time, students can learn to be open-minded to cultural difference and 

incorporate local and global aspects into their cosmopolitan identity (ibid.:82). Although, 

the author seems to have the idea, that the students have gained a total cosmopolitan 

identity in which they can improve, what is important to take from this point is the fact 

that the mobility students learn over time, in other words, a constant personal 

transformation over time. Likewise, Rizvi describes learning to be a state of becoming 

(Rizvi in Lilley et al. 2015:228), and Skrbiš and Woodward (2013) do not consider 

cosmopolitanism to be a state of nirvana or an endpoint of societal affairs (Skrbiš & 

Woodward 2013:3). They believe it is an ongoing effort of embodying cosmopolitan 

ambition (ibid.:3). 
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According to several of the informants, when asked if they see themselves as 

cosmopolitan, they, as discussed above, answered yes. However, they, furthermore, 

pointed out how this is rather a gradual process: “After this, I have only been living in 

one place else than home… I think it needs more… It would take more than just this time 

here” (Nora in interview with Erika & Nora). Nora seems to refer to how only one 

experience abroad does not transform her completely into a cosmopolitan individual. She 

would need to have more similar experiences. Therefore, this experience cannot be 

considered as just a memory, but a change in the mobility students lives. Furthermore, 

even though I have argued how being abroad and part of a mobility student community in 

Barcelona help transform the mobility students into cosmopolitan individuals, it seems 

like several of the mobility students (Driss, Erika, Nora, Nóra and Saba) have already, 

before the mobility experience, gained a cosmopolitan mindset: “Maybe [I am] a bit 

more cosmopolitan than in Helsinki a year ago” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora); 

 

Saba: It’s not something I have discovered here, [being cosmopolitan]. 

I have never been a patriotic person. I have always wanted to be out 

there, learn new things, learn new languages, meet new people. I see 

people in Turkey don’t even want to learn English, because they are 

like no, we won’t let those people… make us learn their language. Like 

what do you mean those people? We are part of this world. 

 

Interviewer: Would you say that being in Turkey and Barcelona has 

made you more cosmopolitan? 

 

Saba: Exactly. Yes, that is what I wanted to say. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

From these statements, it seems like Erika and Saba had a cosmopolitan mindset before 

moving to Barcelona. Perhaps, in some cases, a transformation into becoming 

cosmopolitan begun before the mobility experience. However, it seems like this 

experience has transformed them into becoming more cosmopolitan. I argue, then, how 

the mobility students have not yet transformed into total cosmopolitans from one 

mobility experience abroad in Barcelona. They have, instead, transformed into becoming 
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more cosmopolitan. Perhaps being considered as a complete cosmopolitan individual is 

in fact almost impossible to achieve, as a person can, arguably, never learn all cultural 

customs in the entire world. Perhaps, this is how the transformation economy differs 

from the experience economy in how experiences, when commoditized, seem to be 

linked to the phrase “been there, done that” (Pine & Gilmore 2013:39-40). By 

transforming the mobility students into becoming more cosmopolitan, there is always 

something new to learn and to discover. Then, the phrase “been there, done that” is, 

arguably, not an issue in the transformation economy, as transformations can be 

considered gradual, rather than total, and there will always be something new to learn. It 

is a process. In relation to this, Nóra points out: 

 

This change in myself started when I first went to Budapest to live 

alone and… if you are in an environment with foreign people. So, in 

Budapest it was good, it was the really beginning because it was the 

first time I talked to a native English speaker. Because we met 

somebody who is not Hungarian every night we went out. And in 

Debrecen [home town] I never had this experience really… Then I 

came here [Barcelona] and it [cosmopolitan identity] was like 

complete. Because I had this experience every single day and talked to 

people from other cultures and countries. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

Nóra believes that her cosmopolitan identity is complete, however, I point out how this is 

rather proof of how being abroad and part of a mobility student community can add 

greatly to the process of becoming more cosmopolitan. In contrast, this quote also 

suggests how, perhaps, such a transformation does not necessarily only occur while 

taking part in a study mobility program where mobility students can socially interact with 

other mobility students. Perhaps people just need to be socially interacting with 

foreigners from whom they can learn different cultural customs. This could feasibly 

happen in one’s home country, while working abroad or while traveling. 
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When Erika was asked how she met her friends in Barcelona, she answered:  

 

Through the Erasmus events [Erasmusbarcelona] and some of them 

from social media actually. We were pretty active in the beginning 

ourselves. Just trying to reach all the people, like, hey, let’s be friends. 

(Erika in interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

Perhaps, then, going abroad for studies is a great opportunity to transform into becoming 

more cosmopolitan due to how mobility students seem to have no, or very few, friends in 

the beginning of the experience and are, therefore, actively seeking friends. In other 

words, the mobility students are actively seeking to be part of a mobility student 

community where this transformation is happening. What is important to indicate is, that 

being part of a mobility student community, as a mobility student, is not the only way to 

transform into becoming more cosmopolitan, but it is a very effective way as the mobility 

students are constantly learning new cultural customs from being surrounded by multiple 

other mobility students from diverse ethnic backgrounds. 

5.3.5. A Cosmopolitan Mindset 

The transformative process into becoming more cosmopolitan has potentially made the 

mobility students in Barcelona view the world as one by feeling at home in the world: 

 

When you never go out of your country, you always think you are in a 

safe shell and other countries are all another world, which is not so. 

Once you go out there, once you travel, you understand that all the 

countries are the same... I think it is all in your mind… And once you 

are out of your country, once you travel, you always want to travel. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Arguably, this perception, that all countries are the same in that they are part of one 

world, makes it possible for the mobility student community in Barcelona to exist, as the 

diverse cultures are seen as differences within a known world. The differences in cultures 

are what make up this community. According to Rousseau, cosmopolitans cross the 
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imaginary boundaries which separate peoples and they embrace all mankind (Rousseau 

in Cheah 2006:487). What all the mobility students, then, share as members of a mobility 

student community, is a cosmopolitan mindset. This mindset is what makes it possible 

for them to cross the imaginary boundaries of each others’ ethnic groups and share a 

community of their own. When the mobility students transform into becoming more 

cosmopolitan, it becomes a long-term reproduction of their general identity, to some 

extent, as well as being part of a short-term community. However, it is not determined 

only by a mobility student’s own ethnic background but rather a mix of ethnic 

backgrounds incorporated into the reproduction. Therefore, a mobility student 

community in Barcelona can, to some extent, be considered as an ethnic group in itself, 

which, I argue, exists alongside being a member of their current ethnic groups. 

 

As the transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan can be perceived as a rather 

long-term identity construction, then, the members of this community must, in some way, 

achieve a membership going beyond a temporal one. According to Braşoveanu, the term 

‘Erasmus’ has the same meaning for all the students going abroad through this mobility 

program (Braşoveanu 2010:90). It implies that they are sharing the same life no matter 

where and when they had this mobility experience (ibid.:90). Erika, Nora and Nóra 

believe this to be true, even though the place of the experience does in fact matter in 

difference:  

 

I guess each country can give you different stuff, and also the people 

are different in different countries. But these things are the same. How 

to learn, how to live alone, and how to act in different situations, with 

different people. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

Looking back on the literature review, it outlines former research done by Braşoveanu on 

an international student community and that of transnational and cross-cultural social 

networks, creating a feeling of identification to an imagined global community. Taking 

this into consideration, the mobility students in Barcelona can be argued to be connected 

to a locally place-bound mobility student community in Barcelona, which allows the 

mobility students to connect to a more long-term membership of a global, cosmopolitan 
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community. The mobility students are temporal members of a local mobility student 

community, however, by transforming into becoming more cosmopolitan, they become 

members of a more long lasting, permanent, global imagined mobility student 

community, as the members of this community can be argued to all share a cosmopolitan 

identity. The transformation is locally bound provided by a mobility student experience 

within the boundary of a mobility student community but it is, also, more broad due to a 

cosmopolitan transformation in identity. 

 

This chapter has discussed how the mobility students seem to ‘buy’ both an experience 

and a transformation, in which the experience abroad provides the environment for a 

transformation to happen. The mobility student community in Barcelona is considered to 

be the environment which helps transform the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan due to constant social interaction with mobility students from diverse 

cultures. The mobility students, hereby, learn new cultural customs and develop a feeling 

of being at home in the world. Although, this transformation can occur before the 

mobility students go abroad, it has been argued how taking part in a mobility program is 

a very effective way for such a transformation to happen as the mobility students can 

become members of a mobility student community. It, furthermore, explains how it is not 

a total transformation into a cosmopolitan individual but rather a ‘gradual’ transformative 

process in which it might be impossible to completely finish, as it is impossible to learn 

every cultural custom in the world. Additionally, it has been discussed how mobility 

students are members of this mobility student community in Barcelona physically and 

temporarily, but by having been part of this community in which a transformation into 

becoming more cosmopolitan has occurred, the mobility students have become members 

of a more permanent, global, imagined mobility student community in which everyone 

shares a cosmopolitan identity. 
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Chapter 6: The Role of Private Companies 

In the two former chapters, it has been concluded that a study abroad experience in 

Barcelona can provide an environment for mobility students to become members of a 

mobility student community mainly because of these three characteristics: 1) ethnic 

boundaries maintenance, 2) temporal membership, and 3) new social networks. Within 

the boundaries of this mobility student community, the mobility students are transformed 

into becoming more cosmopolitan. Five ways in how this is considered has been 

explained: 1) feeling of being at home in the world, 2) involvement with contrasting 

cultures, 3) subconsciously seeking a cosmopolitan transformation, 4) a ‘gradual’ 

transformative process, and 5) a cosmopolitan mindset. But how is this environment 

physically manifested and by whom? This chapter deals with the fifth and last project 

objective: to discuss to what extent private companies working with the mobility student 

environment help facilitate a transformation of the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan. It will, furthermore, discuss how such a transformation, within the 

boundaries of a mobility student community, facilitates a better educational tourism 

experience for the mobility students in Barcelona. 

6.1. Creating Space for Social Connection 

All of the informants expressed how private companies in Barcelona play a big part in 

their multicultural experiences abroad and help create a mobility student community. For 

example, when Driss was asked if he thinks private companies help create a mobility 

student community in Barcelona, he answered:  

 

For sure, that is a big… part of it. It’s done for this. Erasmus is like a 

thing made for international students and… they [private companies] 

want to make international students meet together. I think that’s the 

main objective of Erasmus events. 

(Interview with Driss) 

 

According to Saba and Nóra, these companies keep the mobility student community 

together: “There is definitely a big community... and there are… companies who guide 
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them [mobility students] and especially when you come to a trip” (Interview with Saba); 

“All these kind of [private] organizations are keeping them [mobility students] together” 

(Interview with Nóra). These companies can, therefore, be perceived to help reproduce a 

mobility student community by offering activities and events as the mobility students, 

then, have the opportunity to socialize with countless of other mobility students from 

different ethnic backgrounds. Perhaps, without these private companies, a mobility 

student community in Barcelona would exist, to some extent, but it would perhaps be 

more divided. 

 

As discussed above how the mobility student community entails a socialization of 

mobility students from diverse ethnic backgrounds, which, then, generates a 

transformation of the mobility students into becoming more cosmopolitan, the private 

companies can be viewed as creating spaces where the socialization can be executed. 

Such spaces are for example park meetings, walking tours, trips, bars and nightclubs. A 

mobility student community can be argued to be formed in spaces created by private 

companies as these events are popular and bring together multiple mobility students: 

“The Erasmusbarcelona events they attract a lot of those students [mobility students]” 

(Erika in interview with Erika & Nora). Drawing on the scholars Cova and Cova’s 

argument discussed earlier in this project, these events can be considered visible physical 

places where the mobility student community, as a neo-tribe, convenes and is formed 

through the invisible sharing of a specific lifestyle. 

 

The private companies can be perceived to be not only helping in creating a mobility 

student community in Barcelona, but also individually helping mobility students establish 

friendships. This was pointed out by Erika, Melanie, Nora and Sena. According to Sena, 

in informal interview, she felt alone when she first moved here and was afraid of not 

making any friends. She, therefore, decided to attend an Erasmus meeting alone (FN, 

February 18). Furthermore, the private companies also seem to help establish new 

friendships even if a mobility student has been living in Barcelona for a semester, as 

Melanie, in informal interview, pointed out how she had a group of friends but most of 

them had gone home after one semester, so she needed to find new friends. She, 

therefore, also attended the Erasmus meeting (FN, February 18). Erika agrees: “Of course 
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all the Erasmus events and parties, we [Erika and Nora] do attend those, because that’s a 

way to meet other people and have fun” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora). 

 

Additionally, if a mobility student is not studying abroad at a university, but is rather 

doing an internship etc., the mobility students also seem to take advantage of the private 

companies’ offerings. Driss expresses in WhatsApp messaging: “I would be lost… 

without going to a university” (FN, February 15), “It is a good thing what they [private 

companies] have. If you don’t go to school, you don’t meet people” (Interview with 

Driss). He seems to be meeting all of his friends at university, so what if that is difficult 

or even impossible? For example, Erika and Nora are attending university in Barcelona, 

but they still find it difficult to establish friendships: 

 

Nora: We realized that we are the only exchange students in the 

school, so at first… we couldn’t find any [other mobility] students. 

 

Erika: It takes a lot of effort but I think that it is also our school 

because we don’t have the usual group of exchange students who are all 

new in the city, so you have to be active, you have to attend the [private 

companies’] events and reach out to people. 

(Interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

The private companies’ events seem to be a solution to loneliness and help establish 

friendships amongst the mobility students, which, then, help create a mobility student 

community. This is mainly due to how the main goal of these private companies seems to 

be the creation of friendships and memories shared between the mobility students as 

members of a community, in order to feel at home in Barcelona. This is expressed on 

Citylifebarcelona’s website and Erasmusbarcelona’s website: “Become a part of our 

community” (Citylifebarcelona); “To make new friends… Our goal is to make you feel at 

home in Barcelona… Join our Erasmus Barcelona community!” (Erasmusbarcelona). 
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6.1.1. Successful Social Spaces 

So, how do these private companies, then, manage this goal according to mobility 

students? And are some spaces more successful than others in this quest and in making 

the mobility students transform into becoming more cosmopolitan? The answer to the 

last question is yes. This section discusses the successful social spaces. 

 

Most of the informants agree on how trips, arranged by private companies, are the most 

successful spaces in order to meet other mobility students: 

 

Most of them [friends], we have met in these trips… because you 

actually talk to people. You meet people… you spend the whole day 

somewhere and do some different things. My best memories are from 

the trips. 

(Nora in interview with Erika & Nora); 

 

“There was a trip to Costa Brava, and that’s how we met different people” (Interview 

with Saba). Additionally, when collecting data through netnography, Marleen uploaded a 

video of her time abroad. This video contains several recordings from traveling around in 

Europe by joining the private companies’ trips. There is a recording of the trip to 

Montserrat mountain where the mobility students are sitting in a circle on the top of the 

mountain singing together while one student is playing guitar (FN, February 6). When 

doing participant observation, a girl asked another mobility student if she could sit next 

to that student in the bus and they started chatting (FN, February 10). The trips, hereby, 

seem to be a space for a successful establishment of friendships between mobility 

students in Barcelona. 

 

Furthermore, the meetups in parks and cafés also seem to be popular events for 

establishing new friendships. In Marleen’s video, there is a recording of numerous 

mobility students attending a park meetup, also sitting in a circle with a mobility student 

playing guitar (FN, February 6). Nora’s statement supports this: 
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Some of the first people I met was in the Erasmus meeting. These are 

pretty good because there are many students and you don’t even know 

about them. Okay, I met people in my faculty… who were also law 

students but others I had no chance to meet them... These are pretty 

good to meet new people from other faculties and other schools. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

So, this statement, furthermore, explains how even though mobility students are studying 

abroad at a university, the private companies’ events can still be beneficial as these 

events provide opportunities to meet mobility students outside of one’s own faculty. 

Erika explains: “You meet people from all around with different backgrounds, so it’s 

really good” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora), and Nora continues: “Anyone can 

go there [private company events]. It’s not like only this school goes, it’s like everyone 

can go, if they want” (Nora in interview with Erika & Nora). 

 

Events like trips and meetups, arranged by private companies, can, arguably, be 

considered as successful activities and spaces for socialization, where the mobility 

students can be transformed into becoming more cosmopolitan. These spaces can, 

furthermore, be considered as episodes which can greatly facilitate a transformation. 

According to Kirillova et al. (2017), a factor that can trigger episodes is the connection to 

others (Kirillova et al. 2017b:508). A transformative experience may be influenced by 

socially engaging with other customers and the setting (Little in Fu et al. 2015:84). Such 

an encounter with the ‘other’ can trigger a self-transformation (Fu et al. 2015:84). The 

trips and meetups events can, arguably, be perceived as spaces in which the mobility 

students can engage in transformative experiences as they gain a great opportunity for 

social engagement with ‘other’ mobility students. The private companies provide this 

opportunity through acquiring a great number of customers. Furthermore, a 

transformation can be defined as an individualized process resulting in a new-self 

concept through a critical analysis of an old and a new self (Coghlan & Weiler in 

Kirillova et al. 2017b:501; Kirillova et al. 2017a:639; Fu et al. 2015:84). Trips and 

meetups events are, then, perhaps spaces where socialization triggers a transformation of 

the mobility students into becoming more cosmopolitan through a critical construction of 

a new-self. 
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6.1.2. Less Successful Social Spaces 

Based on participant observation and former analysis and discussion, environments like 

nightclubs and bars, seem to be less successful in creating a space for a transformation, as 

these are difficult environments to socialize in and establish friendships. This is evident 

in interviews with Erika, Nora, Nóra and Saba. Although, nightclubs and bars seem to be 

environments where mobility students go to socialize as well as trips and meetups, Saba 

points out how these places are not ideal for making friends. She states: 

 

All international people like to party, people go to parties to socialize as 

well, which sometimes works. You got a few dinners before partying 

and stuff. People do socialize and people do make friends. I did, but not 

much. It’s not a good place to make friends, I would say. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

Erika and Nora seem to agree with this: 

 

Nora: I don’t know if anyone makes friends in clubs. 

 

Erika: It’s kind of hard. You can’t really have conversations there and 

talk about anything. 

(Interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

According to Erika and Nora, when in a nightclub environment, it is difficult to make 

friends due to the problematic of having a conversation. Furthermore, Nóra points out: 

 

The parties are good if you have your own little friends to go with 

because if you go to a party everyone is drunk… but the other day you 

will not remember anything so that is why I don’t think that at parties 

you can build such a deep contact or relationship. 

(Interview with Nóra) 
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Although Nóra agrees with Erika, Nora and Saba, to some extent, she seems to be 

focused on how alcohol is the issue to the difficulty of making friends in nightclub and 

bar environments. It can, therefore, be argued how environments involving alcohol 

consumption and loud music are environments to be enjoyed by mobility students who 

have already established friendships rather than environments in which the mobility 

students can learn from each other. Then, these spaces cannot, arguably, be perceived to 

greatly transform the mobility students into becoming more cosmopolitan. Subsequently, 

private companies should perhaps focus less on nightclub and bar events and pay more 

attention to trips and meetups in order to facilitate a better transformation of the mobility 

students. However, this is not to state that nightclub and bar events should be excluded, 

as these spaces do provide an environment in which the mobility students can strengthen 

their newly established friendships. 

6.1.3. Great Potential for Co-Creation 

Following how trips and meetups are considered more successful social spaces than 

nightclubs and bars, where the mobility students can transform into becoming more 

cosmopolitan, the private companies should, arguably, provide more experiences like 

these. These experiences may be viewed as ‘peak’ experiences. These are defined as 

extraordinary, highly memorable, hold special meanings, associated with personal 

growth, potentially life altering (Kirillova et al. 2017b:498-499) and a self-

transformational shift in consciousness (Tsaur et al. in Fu et al. 2015:84). These ‘peak’ 

experiences are believed to derive from tourism attractions, destination environments and 

activities (Kirillova et al. 2017b:498). 

 

As these experiences hold special meanings and are thought to be extraordinary and 

highly memorable, bars and clubs experiences cannot, arguably, be considered ‘peak’ 

experiences. For example, Saba points out: 

 

We found out it doesn’t really work when you go to clubs. You can’t 

socialize with people in clubs. You meet people for like a night or two, 

that’s it. So, then we also looked for trips. 

(Interview with Saba) 
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And Nora continues: “Of course parties are fun but they are always the same” (Nora in 

interview with Erika & Nora). As ‘party environments’ seem to be lacking in 

establishment of friendships, as one is to meet people for only a night or two, these 

environments do not, arguably, generate experiences which hold special meaning. 

Furthermore, as they can be considered fun but always the same, they are, arguably, not 

providing an extraordinary or highly memorable experience. 

 

However, trips and meetups events seem to provide this, to some extent, as they are, as 

outlined above, spaces where mobility students socialize and establish friendships. Trips 

can also be considered to provide extraordinary experiences as they take mobility 

students to different destination environments outside of the everyday life in Barcelona. 

Therefore, the private companies’ activities and experiences should be carefully chosen 

to follow the standards of ‘peak’ experiences, as these create opportunities for the 

mobility students to achieve learner’s perspective and a transformation into becoming 

more cosmopolitan. 

 

Additionally, private companies can be thought to deliver a service experience, which 

can be defined as “series of interactive moments between the customer and the service 

provision” (Holbrook & Hirschman in Fu et al. 2015:84). When discussing the 

involvement of private companies, one should pay attention to how experiences can 

become ‘staged’ experiences and, hereby, less transformative (Kirillova et. al 

2017a:638). Therefore, the private companies should, arguably, highly value a co-

creation in order for them to provide a greater transformation. “Transformations in free 

societies are by their very nature fully co-created, with the company only guiding what 

customers, in the end, must themselves undergo” (Pine & Gilmore 2013:34). Customers 

bring their own perspectives into a co-creation process, which, then, can result in ‘peak’ 

experiences (Kirillova et al. 2017a:638; Kirillova et al. 2017b:508). Drawing on former 

discussions in this project, mobility students can be argued to co-create their experiences 

with other mobility students through social interactions. In other words, they undergo a 

transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan through a co-creation with other 

mobility students. Then, what is the role of private companies when they are providing 

service experiences for the mobility students in Barcelona? In what way are they guiding 

and co-creating mobility students’ transformative experiences? 
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Erika, Nora and Nóra specify why they seem to be loyal to one company, although, they 

would attend other private companies’ events occasionally. 

 

Erika: Yeah, Shaz is nice to the people who go to his parties. He is like 

a friend... It does affect what I think. 

 

Nora: Yeah, because some of them are quite… 

 

Erika: They are not interested in what you are doing. 

(Interview with Erika & Nora) 

 

To Erika and Nora, a personal aspect is important when choosing which private company 

events they will join. Nóra agrees: 

 

There was a difference because in the first meeting I did not have any 

contact with the organizers and the second meeting, I did not have 

either and then the third meeting, the Shaz meeting, and it was the first 

one where Shaz [the organizer] went to all the people saying hey, I am 

Shaz. He introduced himself. 

(Interview with Nóra) 

 

The private companies are, arguably, co-creating mobility students’ experiences, to some 

extent, by personal engagement. However, through analysis of the data collection, not 

much else is done by the private companies to co-create these experiences. They seem to 

provide an environment where the mobility students can co-create transformative 

experiences together with other mobility students resulting in a cosmopolitan 

transformation. In other words, a private company can be perceived as “a bridge to 

anyone else” (Interview with Nóra). There is a great potential for the private companies 

to be highly engaged in the mobility students’ transformative experiences, however, they 

do not seem to take advantage of this. I argue, how private companies should in fact 

focus on developing co-created experiences in order for their business to profit as well as 

providing a greater transformation for the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan as, according to Pine and Gilmore (2013), the success of a business and 
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individual well-being should not be separated (Pine & Gilmore 2013:33). This way the 

experiences, offered by the companies, are rather reproducing a transformation than 

being thought of as a “been there, done that” experience. 

6.2. A Cosmopolitan Affect on International Educational 

Tourism Experience 

It has been concluded how a mobility student community in Barcelona is generated by 

private companies, to some extent, and how such a community contains social 

interactions between members who come from different ethnic backgrounds, resulting in 

a transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan. Then, to answer the research 

question - To what extent does a mobility student community facilitate a better 

international educational tourism experience for mobility students in Barcelona? - this 

section discusses the role of the development of a greater cosmopolitan mindset. 

 

Caruana (2014) argues how the internationalized universities of the 21st century focus on 

ethnic and cultural diversity and strive towards global student flows and domestic 

multiculturalism resulting in students becoming more cosmopolitan (Caruana 2014:85-

86). The goal of universities is to develop students to become more cosmopolitan as 

institutions believe that intercultural understanding is essential for delivering an 

academic learning experience preparing the students for an international global working 

environment and the world becoming more cosmopolitan (ibid.:85-86). As discussed 

earlier how the mobility students’ experiences abroad take place, not only within the 

university environment, but also in their free time outside of campus and within a 

mobility student community where they are transformed into becoming more 

cosmopolitan, international educational tourism experiences can be perceived to reach 

beyond classroom education and even university field trips. The mobility students learn 

different cultural customs by socializing with other mobility students from diverse ethnic 

backgrounds which help them in the transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan. 

Arguably, the mobility students are, then, learning intercultural communicative 

competence as they gain a greater cosmopolitan and multicultural mindset. According to 
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Jackson (2011), intercultural communicative competence includes knowledge and skills 

to mediate successfully between cultures (Jackson 2011:81-82). 

 

Several informants seem to believe that being part of a mobility student community and 

living abroad has made them more aware of the world and taught them how to build 

social contacts with foreigners: “Before coming here I was also a bit scared, but I have 

discovered that it is nothing to be scared of” (Interview with Saba); “[I have learned] how 

to build knew contacts with strangers… I just opened up myself and it is much easier to 

talk to strangers and to get along anywhere” (Interview with Nóra). Nóra and Saba are 

both aware of the fact that their experiences abroad have taught them to be more open-

minded about the world - a feature of having a cosmopolitan mindset - and provided 

them with intercultural communicative knowledge. Then, the social contacts the mobility 

students establish, are, consequently, what provide them with better international 

educational tourism experiences. Some elements which provide such experiences are, 1) 

how tourists have personal impact resulting from their own experiences and, 2) how 

interrelationships are constructed within or between groups (Ritchie 2003:14). Sharing 

their experiences together in interrelationships within a mobility student community, 

which becomes more and more possible due to their transformation into becoming more 

cosmopolitan, is, then, a valuable way to achieve a better facilitation of international 

educational tourism experiences. 

 

Following this, the mobility students learn to cope more successfully with intercultural 

dimensions, which is beneficial for their future careers. According to Schubert and 

Hannam (2017), transnational firms are increasingly expecting employees to have 

intercultural experiences and internationally recognized qualifications (Schubert & 

Hannam 2017:190). For the future of nations, it is essential that students become globally 

competent (Grabowski et al. 2017:141). Therefore, transforming into becoming more 

cosmopolitan is, arguably, providing the mobility students with such qualifications. 

Taking this into consideration, then, a mobility student community, generated through 

customized events by private companies, can, arguably, facilitate a better international 

educational tourism experience for the mobility students in Barcelona by generating such 

a transformation in which they can learn new cultural knowledge and intercultural 

communicative competence. This is due to how the mobility students are transformed 
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into becoming more cosmopolitan and, hereby, better prepared for an international 

working environment. The private companies help facilitate this by providing social 

spaces where the mobility student community can grow. 

6.3. Potential Cooperation Between Private Companies and 

Educational Institutions 

It has been discussed how private companies help facilitate a mobility student 

community in Barcelona and, hereby, a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan, and how such a transformation can be viewed to facilitate 

a better international educational tourism experience for mobility students. But what is 

the role of educational institutions in the mobility students’ lives outside of university 

campus? 

 

According to most of the informants, who are studying abroad in Barcelona, their 

faculties do not, or very little, provide an environment for socializing with other mobility 

students from other faculties and who are doing an internship. “Our school doesn’t [do 

any events for international students] because it is really small” (Nora in interview with 

Erika & Nora); “For sure, [my university arranges events], but between us, not with other 

schools” (Interview with Driss). It seems like some universities do manage social events 

for students depending on the size of the university, however, universities do not seem to 

focus on creating a space where mobility students can socialize with mobility students 

from other universities and mobility students doing an internship in Barcelona. Erika also 

agrees: “I haven’t heard [of any university in Barcelona managing events for all 

international students in Barcelona]” (Erika in interview with Erika & Nora). Perhaps the 

universities are, then, not focusing on creating a mobility student community in which a 

transformation can happen. I am aware of the existence of ESN, which is a non-profit 

international student organization with a mission to provide opportunities, cultural 

understanding and self-development for international students (ESN). It is co-founded by 

the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union and universities cooperate with this 

organization (ESN). However, in the case study of Barcelona, ESN was not greatly active 
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at the time of the fieldwork for this project, and the informants did not mention this 

organization. Therefore, this project does not focus on ESN. 

 

Arguably, universities can help to better manage a transformation of the mobility 

students into becoming more cosmopolitan by concentrating more on the mobility 

students’ social lives outside of university campus, as, argued earlier, this is a space for 

potential, successful social engagement. A well structured mobility program have the 

ability to provide learning outcomes that goes beyond the impact of traditional campus-

based education (Behnke et al. 2014:271; Tarrant et al. 2011:407). Perhaps, the 

universities can be inspired by private companies or even cooperate with them as such 

communication seems to be lacking in Barcelona. Saba points out: 

 

I didn’t know there were Erasmus groups. I didn’t know that there were 

meetings, I was not aware of such groups and how these organizations 

work… so it took me... like two months. We discovered these Erasmus 

meetings and trips… we started to get involved in these kind of 

activities. It was more fun. 

(Interview with Saba) 

 

If the universities in Barcelona and the mobility students’ home universities were to 

cooperate together with the private companies, mobility students would perhaps be better 

informed about such trips and meetups events, hereby managing potential for a greater 

transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan. In contrast, it seems like the 

universities and the private companies are splitting up the mobility student community as 

well as generating it. Nóra and Saba agree with this: “I think they [private companies] are 

also dividing the people” (Interview with Nóra); “Yes, I think [private companies help 

splitting up the mobility students]” (Interview with Saba). However, if, potentially, the 

universities and the private companies were to work together, perhaps there would exist a 

less divided mobility student community in Barcelona and the mobility students would, 

from the very beginning of their experience, start to transform into becoming more 

cosmopolitan. This would, arguably, facilitate a greater expansion of their cultural 

horizon and development of intercultural skills. 
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Within a cooperation between private companies and educational institutions, there exists 

considerable opportunities for facilitating better international educational tourism 

experiences for mobility students. If private companies and educational institutions were 

to focus on engaging in the mobility students’ transformative experiences, they could, 

potentially, affect the mobility students transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan 

and incorporate better global citizenship learning outcomes. It has been discussed above 

how the private companies do not seem to help educate the mobility students about 

different customs and values, but instead they are creating social spaces where mobility 

students can teach each other about such things. However, the private companies and 

educational institutions have potential to help educate the mobility students about cultural 

diversity amongst other things outside of the academic classroom. They can engage them 

in experiential learning to transform their values and beliefs. Why not go further than just 

staging an experience and a space for transformation? Why not also transform the 

students by providing global and cultural information? 

 

As a transformation is already happening within a mobility student community in 

Barcelona, academia and private companies could take advantage of this in order to 

incorporate responsible and participatory global citizenship. Furthermore, as individuals 

construct their identities based on membership of a community (Cabrera 2008:92-93; 

Tajfel & Turner in Grabowski et al. 2017:142), there exists a possibility for reaching a 

great number of mobility students within a mobility student community. It has been 

argued by some scholars how educational systems have generally failed to foster global 

citizenship (Tarrant et al. 2011:405). Mobility programs have been criticized by several 

scholars of simply resulting in students’ academic credits being transferred from one 

institution to another without realizing the potential of such an experience as an 

opportunity for learning (Tarrant et al. 2014:406). For such an experience to be 

considered educational, it has to be a transformative experience by gaining knowledge 

through action or reflection (ibid.:407). Transformative learning experiences are 

considered to be those that are personally engaging, direct and stimulate reflection 

(Behnke et al. 2014:280). Such experiences have great significance for facilitating global 

citizenship (Tarrant et al. 2014:407). According to Grabowski et al. (2017), the 

understanding of cultural differences is an important part of what it means to be a global 

citizen (Grabowski et al. 2017:140). 
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Therefore, being a member of a mobility student community is, arguably, already 

transforming the mobility students into becoming global citizens, to some extent, 

together with a transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan by socially engaging 

with diverse cultures. On the other hand, as discussed earlier, the mobility students can 

be considered not to have transformed into global citizens as they do not seem to be 

concerned with actions towards global change. Perhaps, they have the potential to 

develop as global citizens if educated in this field. The educational institutions and the 

private companies have the ability to create a greater global citizenship transformation 

and affect and guide this transformation in a specific direction. However, from the above 

statements and the analysis of the data collection for this project, such a potential does 

not seem to be executed. Arguably, if the mobility students are to transform into global 

citizens who are concerned with actions towards global change, educational institutions 

and private companies should seek to educate them in such matters within the boundaries 

of a mobility student community outside of university institution environments where a 

transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan is already happening. This could 

potentially facilitate better international educational tourism experiences for the mobility 

students in Barcelona. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

This research has been guided by the research question: To what extent does a mobility 

student community facilitate a better international educational tourism experience for 

mobility students in Barcelona? This project has been structured around five objectives, 

one investigated in each chapter from chapter 2 till chapter 6: 

 

1. To investigate existing literature in the field of international education linked to 

the concept of cosmopolitanism. 

2. To develop research methodology focused on a mobility student community in 

Barcelona as a case study. 

3. To outline the characteristics of a mobility student community in Barcelona. 

4. To explain how a transformation of the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan takes place within the social boundaries of a mobility student 

community in Barcelona. 

5. To discuss to what extent private companies working with the mobility student 

environment help facilitate a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan. 

 

In order to answer the research question, this project began by exploring the first 

objective in chapter 2. This chapter has explained what is meant by international 

educational tourism and its relevance to the topic of a mobility student community by 

introducing the research directions of international education and educational tourism. 

The theory of cosmopolitanism has, furthermore, been discussed in relation to former 

studies in international education. From this, a gap in literature was found, that little 

research has been conducted within the field of educational tourism. Therefore, the 

project is structured around this research area drawing on existing literature in 

international education in order to contribute with further research in international 

educational tourism. Moreover, chapter 2 has defined a mobility student to be any student 

who is mobile by living outside of their hometown due to their studies. Last, arguing for 

the relevance of Barcelona as a case study, chapter 2 has introduced Barcelona as a city 

of multiculturalism and of hosting a great number of mobility students. 
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Chapter 3 has dealt with the second objective. First, it has explained how this research is 

focused around the research paradigm of constructivism. Then, it has justified the 

relevance of focusing on a qualitative research approach. It has done this by drawing on 

constructivism; that science is considered to never reach complete objectivity. Then, all 

research must be considered to be subjective to some extent and, therefore, instead of 

dismissing subjectivity, researchers should embrace it, which is what qualitative research 

does. Last, the chapter has outlined different qualitative methodological methods used for 

this research. 

 

In chapter 4, the third objective has been explored. Looking deeper into the nature of a 

mobility student community in Barcelona, chapter 4 has outlined three distinct and 

important characteristics: 1) ethnic boundaries maintenance, 2) temporal membership, 

and 3) new social networks. These characteristics have been identified by applying 

theories of ethnic groups and boundaries, neo-tribes and anomalies. Through analysis 

and discussion it has been suggested how these characteristics can be perceived to be the 

main objectives of a mobility student community and how such a community can even 

exist when it is composed by mobility students from diverse ethnic backgrounds. It has 

been concluded to be due to how the mobility students are temporarily members of such 

a community and they are seeking the same symbolic meaning in sharing the same 

lifestyle; experiencing as much as possible while living in Barcelona. As the mobility 

students can, furthermore, be viewed as anomalies, the mobility student community is 

easily formed as they are all new to the city and seeking a new social network. 

Furthermore, the differences in ethnic backgrounds is what maintain the social 

boundaries between the mobility students’ different ethnic groups and it is what defines 

the mobility student community as the mobility students can, then, learn diverse cultural 

customs by socially interacting with each other. 

 

Chapter 5 has aimed to investigate the fourth objective. Having identified the 

characteristics of a mobility student community, the complex relationship between a 

mobility student community and a transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan has 

been analyzed and discussed. This chapter outlines five ways in which mobility students 

can be considered to transform into becoming more cosmopolitan: 1) feeling of being at 

home in the world, 2) involvement with contrasting cultures, 3) subconsciously seeking a 
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cosmopolitan transformation, 4) a ‘gradual’ transformative process, and 5) a 

cosmopolitan mindset. First, this project points out, by applying Pine and Gilmore’s 

(2013) theory of an experience economy and a transformation economy, how there seems 

to be a mix of an experience economy and a transformation economy happening in 

Barcelona, as the experience abroad is what provides the opportunity for a mobility 

student to become a member of a mobility student community and, then, transforms the 

mobility student. It has been argued how being a member of a mobility student 

community in Barcelona can generate a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan individuals through social engagement with each other. 

The characteristics of a mobility student community and the five ways outlined above are 

what generate this transformation. 

 

In chapter 6, the fifth and last objective has been examined. The chapter has introduced 

the concepts of co-creation, transformative experiences and global citizenship. First, it 

has been discussed how private companies generate spaces where a mobility student 

community is created through social engagement between mobility students. The private 

companies create the social spaces where the mobility students engage with each other in 

a co-creation of their experiences, in which a transformation can occur. Some social 

spaces are more successful than others. For example, the social spaces of trips and 

meetups are more successful in generating a transformation of the mobility students into 

becoming more cosmopolitan than social spaces like bars and nightclubs. This is due to 

how socialization seems to be easier in trips and meetups. 

 

It is, then, discussed how a transformation into becoming more cosmopolitan can 

facilitate better international educational tourism experiences for the mobility students. 

This is due to how the mobility students learn intercultural communication skills and 

understanding, which is beneficial for future careers, as many firms are starting to 

demand such skills in employees. The research question - to what extent does a mobility 

student community facilitate a better international educational tourism experience for 

mobility students in Barcelona? - is hereby answered, as a mobility student community is 

what greatly generates a transformation of the mobility students into becoming more 

cosmopolitan and, hereby, preparing them for a cosmopolitan working environment in 

the future. Private companies help facilitate a mobility student community through social 
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events. The private companies are, therefore, essential for the transformation into 

becoming more cosmopolitan to happen, resulting in them being important for 

facilitating better international educational tourism experiences for the mobility students 

in Barcelona. However, this chapter has also proposed that educational institutions 

should focus more on the mobility students’ lives outside of campus and perhaps even 

cooperate with private companies in order to facilitate even better international 

educational tourism experiences, as they have potential to educate the mobility students 

about global citizenship. 

 

This project has contributed with further knowledge in international educational tourism 

studies. It has pointed out how mobility students’ experiences in their free time outside of 

university campus should be of greater focus to educational institutions in the possibility 

of educating the mobility students further. However, as this project is based on a single 

case study of Barcelona, more research needs to be conducted within this particular topic. 

Nonetheless, the results of this project can potentially inspire such further research to 

reach a broader scale. 
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Chapter 8: Future Research Directions 

This research potentially opens up several possibilities for future research on this 

particular topic. It has put its focus on the mobility students’ perceptions of their 

experiences abroad and that of being members of a mobility student community. 

 

However, another interesting angle would be to investigate the private companies’ 

management, strategies and visions. Collecting data based on this could potentially create 

more valid data in exploring how private companies, ESN and universities can work 

together in fostering a mobility student community in which the mobility students can 

transform into becoming greater cosmopolitan assets. Perhaps, looking into the ESN 

organization, would create a better picture of how universities can cooperate with 

organizations focusing on the mobility students’ lives outside of campuses. This could, 

hereby, provide a better solution to how educational institutions can cooperate with 

private companies. 

 

Further research into global citizenship would perhaps help guide the educational 

institutions and the private companies in how to deliver better international educational 

tourism experiences focusing on transforming mobility students into global citizens. In 

literature, there is limited knowledge of what the learning process into becoming a global 

citizen entails (Lilley et al. 2015:229). A better insight of this process could teach 

educational institutions and private companies how to incorporate the best learning 

experiences into the mobility students’ transformative experiences. 

 

Another research angle could be that of agency and how the mobility students act out 

agency when choosing a specific private company’s event or trip. Furthermore, bringing 

in this aspect would perhaps generate a better understanding of how the mobility students 

are co-creating their own transformations into becoming more cosmopolitan. 

 

The study does not question the consequences of transforming individuals into becoming 

more cosmopolitan. This is important in how it can potentially affect future working 

environments and also future tourism. Therefore, further research into this, could provide 
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tourism stakeholders with relevant information in order to be innovative within the field 

of educational tourism and possibly other areas. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: ’Interview Guide’ 

Student Life in Barcelona and Cosmopolitanism 

2. What are you doing here in Barcelona? 

This question is asked to find out if the informants are doing an internship or a 

study abroad in order to outline any differences and similarities between these 

two experiences. 

3. Can you please describe a regular week for you in Barcelona? 

This question aims to give a grand tour of the informants’ lives to outline what 

they spend most time on and what is most important to their lives in Barcelona. 

Also, what role the private companies play for their experiences in Barcelona in 

connection to the parties, trips and other events outside of their university campus 

experience. 

4. What were your motivations for going on an exchange/internship abroad in 

Barcelona? 

When asking this question, I intend to find out what they expect to gain from such 

an experience, if they are consciously or subconsciously seeking their abroad 

experience to provide some kind of transformation. For example, personally, 

language skills, educational skills, long lasting friendships, independence etc. In 

relation to this, I intend to find out if the informants seem cosmopolitan before 

living abroad or if they become cosmopolitan when they have moved abroad and 

lived and socialized with other mobility students for a while. 

4. Can you explain the differences and the similarities between your life back 

home and your life in Barcelona? 

I ask this question in order to find out how their lives have changed relating to 

intercultural social activities, personal skills, mindset etc. and hereby perhaps 

explain why a community comprising of mobility students from different ethnic 

backgrounds seems to exist in Barcelona. 

5. How do you believe an experience abroad in a different country would be 

similar and different to your experience in Barcelona? 
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This question can help explain how a mobility student community can be viewed 

as a cosmopolitan one which is both a rooted, situational community and an 

imagined, global community. 

6. Do you see yourself as cosmopolitan? 

I ask this question in order to find out if the mobility students see themselves as 

cosmopolitan or if a mobility student community is rather made up of students 

who are subconsciously aware of their cosmopolitan actions. 

 

Mobility Student Community  

7. How did you meet your international student friends and in your opinion 

how easy or difficult is it to make friends here? 

These questions can help outline how a mobility student community is formed in 

Barcelona and where. If it is within the frame of private companies or if the 

community is formed within the university space and the private companies are 

rather creating a space for this community to reproduce. 

8. Do you believe that there is an international student community in Barcelona 

and what characterizes such a community? 

I aim to understand if the mobility students themselves believe they are part of a 

mobility student community and how they perceive such a community. This 

question can outline what is important for the reproduction of a mobility student 

community. 

 

Perceptions of Private Companies 

9. What do you think of private companies like Erasmusbarcelona/Shaz list 

and what role do they play for your experience in Barcelona? 

By finding out what role they play for my informants’ experiences, I believe that I 

will find out some shared important factors that can help explain the role of 

private companies. 

10. In your opinion, how do these companies help foster an international student 

community in Barcelona, if you believe so? 

I ask this question in order to find out how the mobility students perceive private 

companies to be part of fostering a mobility student community in Barcelona. By 
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asking my informants this question, I can preferably receive answers to how 

important the private companies are to the mobility students in establishing 

intercultural friendships. 

11. In what way does partying affect your experience abroad in Barcelona? 

This question relates to the role of private companies as they offer free entrance 

to clubs, free dinners, free vip and free alcohol. As parties are the main thing 

these companies offer to the mobility students, I find it important to ask how the 

students perceive these offers to be an important factor for their experiences in 

order to find out how the mobility students perceive the private companies to be 

part of fostering a mobility student community. 

12. What guides you in your choosing of which private companies you choose to 

go to events with like clubbing, meetups and trips? 

This question can help understand the motives of the mobility students and their 

act of agency when choosing a specific company to be part of their experiences 

abroad. Furthermore, it can help outline any potential and innovative 

recommendations on how private companies should manage their strategies in 

order to gain more profit and creating a social space for a mobility student 

community which is most suitable for them. 

13. Which activities would you like companies like Erasmusbarcelona to provide 

for international students like you? 

By asking this question, I aim to outline possible innovative events and ideas for 

private companies and educational institutions, which are most suitable for the 

mobility student community. 
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